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CFN 2017166792, OR BK 7957 Page 200, Recorded 08/09/2017 at 01:30 PM, Scott
Ellis, Clerk of Courts, Brevard County

Filing # 60138004 E—Fi1ed08/08/2017 05:54:15 PM

N THE CIRCLHTCOURT
QF THE EiGH"i”EENTHJUDECEALCiRCUiT
in!AND FOR BREVARD CQUNTY, FLORIDA
GENERAL JURi$DiC2TiGN QIVESION

CASE N0; 05 2007 CA 007058

MANOR HQUSE, LL13,QCEAN \/iEW, LLC,
and i\/iERRiTT, LLC,

Piainiiffs,

VS.

CiTiZENS PROPERTY iNSURANCE
CQRPORATIGN, A Fiorida Government
Entity,

Defendant.

FINAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Ti-HS CAUSE having come before ihe Court on June 7, 2017 on Defendant

Citizens Property insurance Corpc>rati0n’s Motion for Finai Summary Judgment, and the

Court having reviewed the pleadings and record, having heard argument of counsei,

and being fuiiy apprised ef the premises,

ETi8 QRDERED AND ADJUDGED: Citizens’ motion for finai summaryiudgmeni

is granted and finei summary judgment is hereby entered in favor of Citizens. The

Ceurt notes that Piainiiffs’ response and cross motion for summary judgment raised

oniy the issue of atiorney’s fees as grounds fer epnositien, However, any pariye iegei

eniitiement to attorneys fees must be determined afterjucigrnent is entered pursuant to

Fla. Stat. Seetien 627.428‘ Because it is undisputed that Citizens paid the fuii amount

ef the eppraisai award, Citizens shaii go hence wiiheut day, and Plaintiffs ehaii take

Filing 60138004 MANOR HOUSE VS CITIZENS PROPER O5-2007-CA-007058-XXXX-XX
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OR BK 7957 PG 201

nothing by this action. This Court reserves jurisdiction ta consider any timeiy martian for

eniitiement to attorney's fees and casts.

DONE and ORDERED in Chambers at \/iera, Brevard Ccunty, Fiorida, on

§L:T3§£§%3$‘§;_~3iéei>M*?xiW

Cepies furnished ta:

Christopher N. Mammei, Esq.
J. Pabio Céiceres, Esq.
Kara Berard Rockenbach, Esq.

Filing 60138004 MANOR HOUSE VS CITIZENS PROPER 05-2007-CA-007058-XXXX-XX
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF APPEAL OF THE STATE OF FLORIDA 
FIFTH DISTRICT 

         
 NOT FINAL UNTIL TIME EXPIRES TO 

                                                                             FILE MOTION FOR REHEARING AND 
                                                                             DISPOSITION THEREOF IF FILED 
  
 
MANOR HOUSE, LLC, OCEAN VIEW,  
LLC AND MERRITT, LLC, 
 
  Appellants, 
 
v. Case No.  5D17-2841 

 
CITIZENS PROPERTY INSURANCE  
CORPORATION, 
 
  Appellee. 
 
________________________________/ 
 
Opinion filed May 31, 2019 
 
Appeal from the Circuit Court 
for Brevard County, 
Charles J. Roberts, Judge. 
 

 

Mark Boyle, Alexander Brockmeyer, and 
Molly Chafe Brockmeyer, of Boyle & 
Leonard, P.A., Ft. Myers, and Christopher 
N. Mammel of  Merlin Law Group, P.A. 
West Palm, for Appellants. 
 

 

Kara Berard Rockenbach, and Rachel 
Jenny Glasser, of Link & Rockenbach, P.A., 
West Palm Beach, and J. Pablo Caceres, of 
Butler, Weihmuller, Katz and Craig, LLP, 
Tampa, for Appellee. 
 

 

 
EDWARDS, J. 
 
 This case involves the snail-paced resolution of insurance claims for property 

damage caused by a hurricane in 2004.  Manor House, LLC, Ocean View, LLC, and 
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Merritt, LLC (collectively “Manor House”), appeal the trial court’s final orders granting 

Citizens Property Insurance Corporation’s (“Citizens”) (1) motion for partial summary 

judgment to prevent Manor House from pursuing a claim for extra-contractual, 

consequential damages, (2) motion for partial summary judgment regarding appraiser 

and umpire fees, and (3) motion for judgment on the pleadings on Manor House’s claim 

for fraud.  For the reasons set forth below, we affirm the partial summary judgment 

regarding appraiser and umpire fees, and affirm the judgment on the pleadings, but 

reverse the partial summary judgment regarding the consequential damages claim.  

 Citizens insured nine apartment buildings owned by Manor House that were 

damaged in September 2004 when Hurricane Frances struck.  Manor House presented 

its claims under the Citizens insurance policy; following an inspection of the property, 

Citizens issued payments totaling $1,927,747.  In April 2006, Manor House’s public 

adjuster, Dietz International, asked Citizens to reopen the claim.  In June 2006, Manor 

House presented another claim, this time for $10,000,000.  After reopening the claim and 

assigning a new adjuster, Citizens made additional payments in September 2006 totaling 

$345,192.  Then, in December 2006, Citizens’ field adjuster informally estimated the 

“actual cash value” of the loss at $5,489,062 and the “replacement cost value” of the loss 

at $6,410,456.  Meanwhile, Manor House’s public adjuster estimated the replacement 

cost value at $10,027,087.  

 In an effort to resolve the dispute over costs, in March 2007 Jeffrey Wells, the 

apartment complex’s new owner and Manor House’s litigation agent, sent Citizens a letter 

requesting payment of the “undisputed” amount of $6.4 million, i.e. the field adjustor’s 

informal estimate of replacement costs, and demanding an appraisal.  Citizens responded 
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by challenging Mr. Wells’ authority to act on behalf of Manor House and asked for 

documentary proof of his authority.  Citizens also asked Mr. Wells to supply 

documentation it said was necessary to consider the requests for appraisal and payment, 

including articles of incorporation, certified ownership records, invoices for actual costs of 

replacement, and contracts for the work in progress.  Mr. Wells responded with a letter 

denying that the invoices and other documents requested by Citizens were necessary to 

trigger an appraisal; however, he provided the insurer with a copy of his appointment as 

Manor House’s agent.  

 In August 2007, Manor House filed suit demanding prompt payment of the 

allegedly “undisputed” amount of $6.4 million and seeking the court to compel Citizens to 

engage in the policy-provided appraisal procedures.1  The trial court granted serial 

motions to abate the action based upon the failure of Manor House to provide all 

necessary documents to Citizens.  In June 2009, the trial court ordered the action stayed 

and directed the parties to go forward with the appraisal process.  In November 2009, the 

appraisal panel awarded Manor House $8,649,816 in replacement cost value and 

$8,388,752 in actual cash value.  In January 2010, Citizens paid an additional $5,502,022 

to Manor House.   

 Manor House later filed suit against Citizens alleging, inter alia, breach of contract 

and fraud.  On the breach claim, Manor House alleged that Citizens failed to: properly 

adjust the loss, pay the undisputed amount after estimates, honor Manor House’s 

demand for appraisal, provide Manor House with documents it needed to adjust the loss, 

1 Citizens maintained that its field adjustor had no authority to convey any estimate 
that was binding on Citizens; hence the dispute over the supposedly “undisputed” 
amount.   
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and timely pay the appraisal award.  Manor House sought to recover extra-contractual 

damages related to rental income that it allegedly lost due to the delay in repairing the 

apartment complex based on Citizens’ procrastination in adjusting and paying the Manor 

House claims.  On the fraud claim, Manor House alleged that Citizens’ representations of 

the nature and extent of its coverage obligations were intentionally false and misleading 

and that it engaged in misleading claims handling practices by aggregating various 

general construction costs to a single building so as to exceed the policy limits applicable 

to that building, demanding immaterial documents regarding Manor House’s insurable 

interest and corporate ownership, and attempting to mislead the appraisal panel by 

concealing information related to the estimate of damages announced by Citizens’ field 

adjustor.     

 The trial court granted Citizens’ motion for partial summary judgment regarding 

Manor House’s claim that it should not have to pay its own appraiser’s fees and half the 

cost of the umpire’s fees.  We agree with the trial court’s analysis: the insurance policy 

specifically called for each party to pay its own appraiser and to share the umpire’s fees.  

Accordingly, we affirm as to that issue with no need for further discussion.  

The trial court also granted Citizens’ motion for partial summary judgment on the 

breach of contract claim regarding lost rental income, based on the fact that the insurance 

policy essentially provided for property damage coverage, but did not provide coverage 

for lost rent.  While that is an accurate reading of the insurance policy, the trial court’s 

ruling ignores the more general proposition that “the injured party in a breach of contract 

action is entitled to recover monetary damages that will put it in the same position it would 

have been had the other party not breached the contract.”  Capitol Envtl. Servs., Inc. v. 
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Earth Tech, Inc., 25 So. 3d 593, 596 (Fla. 1st DCA 2009).  Thus, when an insurer 

breaches an insurance contract, the insured “is entitled to recover more than the 

pecuniary loss involved in the balance of the payments due under the policy” in 

consequential damages, provided the damages “were in contemplation of the parties at 

the inception of the contract.”  Life Inv’rs Ins. Co. of Am. v. Johnson, 422 So. 2d 32, 34 

(Fla. 4th DCA 1982).  In T.D.S. Inc. v. Shelby Mutual Insurance Co., the Eleventh Circuit 

noted that Florida courts “allow recovery of [consequential] damages if they were in the 

contemplation of the parties at the time of the creation of the insurance contract.”  760 

F.2d 1520, 1532 n.11 (11th Cir. 1985).  Similarly, in Rondolino v. Northwestern Mutual 

Life Insurance Co., the court held that “[i]f a party can prove loss of profits [from breach 

of an insurance contract] with reasonable certainty, then damages will be awarded.”  788 

F. Supp. 553, 555 (M.D. Fla. 1992). While T.D.S.  and Rondolino are federal cases, we 

find them to be well-reasoned and to be consistent with this Court’s opinion in Travelers 

Insurance Co. v. Wells, which held that in a claim for breach of an insurance contract, 

“[c]onsequential or resulting collateral damage may . . . be recovered if it can be 

sufficiently proved.”  633 So. 2d 457, 461 (Fla. 5th DCA 1993).   

In granting summary judgment, the trial court denied Manor House the opportunity 

to prove whether the parties contemplated that Manor House, an apartment complex, 

would suffer consequential damages in the form of lost rental income if Citizens breached 

its contractual duties to timely adjust and pay covered damages, which in this case 

allegedly resulted in a significant delay in completing repairs so that units could once 

again be rented.  We hold that the trial court erred in so ruling, and we reverse that partial 

summary judgment so that the parties may litigate all issues related to Manor House’s 
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claim of lost rent.  It is undisputed that Citizens, a creature of statute, is immune from bad 

faith claims.  See § 627.351(6)(s)1, Fla. Stat. (2017).  However, the consequential 

damages Manor House seeks are based squarely on breach of contract claims requiring 

no allegation or proof that Citizens acted in bad faith.2  Thus, Citizens is not statutorily 

immune from this aspect of Manor House’s claim. 

Finally, the trial court granted Citizens’ motion for judgment on the pleadings 

regarding the fraud claim pursued by Manor House. The trial court agreed with Citizens 

that the fraud claim was barred by the independent tort doctrine.  In other words, the trial 

court found that the allegations of Manor House’s fraud claim were not distinguishable 

from its breach of contract claim.  “A breach of contract, alone, cannot constitute a cause 

of action in tort. . . . It is only when the breach of contract is attended by some additional 

conduct which amounts to an independent tort that such a breach can constitute [a 

separate action in tort].” Tiara Condo. Ass’n v. Marsh & McLennan Cos., 110 So. 3d 399, 

408–09 (Fla. 2013) (Pariente, J., concurring) (quoting Elec. Sec. Sys. Corp. v. S. Bell Tel. 

& Tel. Co., 482 So. 2d 518, 519 (Fla. 3d DCA 1986)); see also HTP, Ltd. v. Lineas Aereas 

Costarricenses, S.A., 685 So. 2d 1238, 1239 (Fla. 1996) (noting that the independent tort 

doctrine “requires proof of facts separate and distinct from the breach of contract”).  We 

note that certain allegations in the fraud count essentially alleged a fraudulent breach of 

contract, which would not amount to an independent tort, and we affirm the trial court’s 

judgment on the pleadings of the fraud count on this ground.  But we also note that Manor 

2 While it originally pled a count for breach of the covenant of good faith and fair 
dealing, Manor House did not contest Citizens’ motion for judgment on the pleadings on 
that count based on its immunity from first-party bad faith claims. 
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House’s fraud complaint contained additional allegations that attempted to assert bad 

faith liability, including unfair claims handling practices, which would generally amount to 

an independent tort precluding entry of a judgment on the pleadings.  However, as 

discussed above, Citizens is immune from an action for first-party bad faith. See Citizens 

Prop. Ins. Corp. v. Perdido Sun Condo. Ass’n, 164 So. 3d 663, 666 (Fla. 2015) (“[T]he 

Legislature never listed statutory first-party bad faith claims as one of the exceptions to 

Citizens’ immunity.”).  Therefore, to the extent that the trial court’s judgment on the 

pleadings on the fraud count foreclosed bad-faith claims for failure to allege an 

independent tort, we affirm based on the “tipsy coachman”3 doctrine, as we find that the 

trial court reached the right result even if for the wrong reasons.  

Accordingly, we affirm in part and reverse in part, and remand the case for further 

proceedings consistent with this opinion 

AFFIRMED IN PART, REVERSED IN PART, AND REMANDED WITH 

INSTRUCTIONS.  

 
ORFINGER and EISNAUGLE, JJ., concur. 

3 Robertson v. State, 829 So. 2d 901, 906 (Fla. 2002). 
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cmzensPROPERTYINSURANCECORPORATION - '-

101NORTHMONROESIREET,SUITE1000
TALLAHASSEE,FLORIDA32301 - CI ZENS
rsuem<ous:(3so)s1s37ooFax;(350)5133900 "°""‘" "““"“"“ °°""°““"°"

May 19, 2009

This is a true andcorrect certi?edcopy of the Declarationpage and applicableformsfor
Manor House LLC, Ocean View LLC, Merritt LLC, Policy Number CPH008288.

Signed:
State of Florida
County of Leon

With respect to the above:

The above named signatoryhas sworn to and subscribed before me this ‘Q‘+2layof, 2009 by Florence B. Dickinson, the informationcontained within this document is

accurat d true. The above signatory is personallyknown to me Amanda Collier.

Print, Type or Stamp Name of Notary

JamesR Malone,Chairman.CollierCounty
WilliamFf,Corry.IndianRiverCounty0 CarolEvethart,PlneflasCounty0 EarlHorton,PinellasCounty

Shetrlllw.Hudson.Miami—DadeCounty0 AllanKatz.LeonCounty.CarlosLacasa,HillsbotoughCounty
o ScottWallace,PresidentiCEO8.ExecutiveDiredor

Filin 39538979 MANOR HOUSE I PER
7

O5-2007-CA-007058-XXXX-XX9 E5..<Hl’3l‘T"55°_
9

to

~ »-»- «-- .<«~..r . _%.“_ ..~.................. . .
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Filing 39538979

COMMERCIALLINES POLICY
COMMONPOLICY DECLARATION

DAILYREPORT
Coverage provided by the

CITIZENS PROPERTY INSURANCECORPORATION
Renewal Of Number

Policy Number: CPP 1008288 - 01 - 00

Named insured and MailingAddress (Ne.. Street. Town or City. County. State. Zip Code)

MANOR HOUSELLC,OCEANVIEWLLC, MERRITTRay Steven Celedinas FL Agent Lic #
C10 ACC PROPERTY MGT The Celedinas Agency, Inc. A044081
4400 SILAS CREEK PKWY, STE 200 4259 Northlake Blvd. Agent Phone #
WINSTON-SALEM,NC 27104 Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33410 (561)822-2550

Policy Period: From 5113/2004 to 5/13/2005 at 12:01 A.M. Standard Time at your mailing
address shown above.

Business Description APARTMENT

INRETURNFOR THE PAYMENTOF THE PREMIUM,ANDSUBJECT TO ALLTHE TERMS OF THIS POLICY.
WE AGREEWITHYOU TO PROVIDE THE INSURANCEAS STATED INTHIS POLICY.

THIS POLICYcorfsisrsor THE FOLLOWINGcoven/xee miis FORyvHio¥i‘}\riréiéi?iiiniiis.i~o‘i25A”+ éo;i
mus PREMIUMMAYee sueaecr TO ADJUSTMENTS.

PREMIUM !
Commercial Property Coverage Part $43,302.00
Terrorism Coverage Included

, i
Required Additional Charges: 3

FIRE COLLEGETRUST FUND $43.00 I

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENTTRUST FUND $4.00

TAX-EXEMPTSURCHARGE $758.00

TOTAL $44,107.00

Premium shown is payable: $44,107.00 at inception;

Form(s) and Endorsement(s) made a part of this policyat time of issue ":

crrooorroroz) cr'roo1o(o394) Cl1‘00l2(l095) CIT0255(0702) crTo323(1_297)cm42o(o394) CP00l0(I000)

croo9o(o7ss) crorzsrooys) CPI0l0(l000) lLO0I7(lI98) IL0l75(0702) lL0935(070l)

‘ Omlts applicable Forms and Endorsements ifshown in speci?c Coverage Part/Coverage Form Declarations.

Countersigned:

By
Authorized Representative

MANOR HOUSE VS CITIZENS PROPER O5-2007-CA-007058-XXXX-XX
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COMMERCIALPROPERTY COVERAGEPART
DAILYREPORT - SUPPLEMENTALDECLARATIONS

Coverage provided by the
CITIZENSPROPERTY INSURANCE CORPORATION

Forming a part of
Policy Number: cw 1008288 - o1 - oo
Named Insured and MailingAddress (No., Sireet. Town or City. County. State.Zip Code)

Manor House LLC, Ocean View LLC, Merritt LLC
4400 Silas Creek Pkwy, Ste 200
Winston-Salem, NC 27104

PolicyPeriod: From 5/13/2904 to 5/1312005 at 12:01 AM. Standard Timeat your mailing
address shown on the Common Declaration.

IN RETURN FOR THEPAYMENTOF THE PREMIUM,ANDSUBJECT TO ALLTHE TERMS OF THIS POLICY,
WE AGREE WITH YOUTO PROVIDE THE INSURANCEAS STATED INTHIS POLICY.

BUSINESS oEs_c_:RIPTIoN:AEKRTMENJ
""""""""""""" - '

A

I
DESCRIPTION or PREMISES: ....._

PREM. NO. BLDG.No. LOCATION.CONSTRUCTIONAND OCCUPANCY PROTECTIONcLAss BCEGS CODE

1 1 700 N. Courtenay Pkwy Merritt Island 32953 5 99
Joisted Masonry "' 26 UNITS " "

COVERAGE PROVIDEDINSUIIANCEAT THEDESCRIBEDPREMISESAPPLIESONLYTo covERAoEs FOR wmcu A uMrr or INSURANCEis shown

PREM. N03 BLDG.No. LIMITS covEREo cAusEs or LOSS COINSURANCE RATES

1 1 BLDG $892,500 BASIC 90% INCL
BPP $20,800

oPTIoNAL?:"6"\7ERATGEAPPLICABLE OITIYVWENENTRIESARE MAoEWTFE_§6T4'E5UIfE"éELow
""

PREM.NO. BLDG. NO. EXPIRATIONDATE COVERAGE AMOUNT BUILDING PERSONAL PROPERTY INCLUDING“STOCK”

1 1 X

Ir«I9§_T§_AGEHOI..DER(S)
' '

_ _
“

____ _

M E WI
[’PREM.NO. BLDG.NO. MORTGAGEHOLDERNAMEANDMAILINGADDRESS

1 1 Fannie Mae ISAOAIATIMA

clo ARC8 Commercial Mort Co LP

PO Box 4345

Woodland Hills.CA91365 6
S 1 000 OPTIONALALLOTHER PERILSDEDUCTIBLECHOSEN: $5,000

!

_
HURRICANEDEDUCTIBLE: 3%

'‘°*'“3 “"9 E”°°R3E““ENT3 ”’F’W'NG T°_m!§...§9¥§?§ £L ..... .-

APPLICABLETO ALLCDVERAGES:

APPLICABLETO SPECIFIC PREM. NO. BLDG.NO. COVERAGES CSP CODE

PREMISES/COVERAGES‘. 1 1 2

PREMIUMFOR THIS COVERAGE PART

Premium shown is payable: $4.1 31_00 at Inception;
I

___ ¢m_u.~_.¢.__ ;*.._~*—_~mr .

Filing 39538979 MANOR HOUSE VS CITIZENS PROPER 05-2007-CA-007058-XXXX-XX
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COMMERCIALPROPERTY COVERAGEPART
DAILY REPORT —- SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATIONS

Coverage provided by the

CITIZENSPROPERTY INSURANCECORPORATION
Forminga part of
Policy Number: CPP 1008288 - 01 - 00
Named Insured and MailingAddress (No.. Street, TownorCity. County, State.Zip Code)

Manor House LLC,Ocean View LLC, Merritt LLC
4400 Silas Creek Pkwy, Ste 200
Winston-Salem, NC 27104

Policy Period: From 5/13/2004 to 511312005 at 12:01 AM. Standard Time at your mailing
address shown on the Common Declaration.

INRETURN FOR THE PAYMENTOF THEPREMIUM,ANDSUBJECT TO ALLTHE TERMSOF THISPOLICY,
WE AGREE WITHYOUTO PROVIDETHE INSURANCEAS STATED INTHIS POLICY.

! EscRiprIoN;APARTMENT
"'“' I

.--..._..__j____.__:__.___._.__—..w-«G-__.-nc.—_.n_—...——.. T

DESCRIPTIONOF PREMISES:
PREM.NO. BLDG.No. LOCATION.CONSTRUCTIONANDOCCUPANCY PROTECTION CLASS BCEGS CODE

1 2 700 N. Courtenay Pkwy Merritt Island 32953 5 99
Jolsted Masonry “ 44 UNITS "‘

COVERAGE PROVIDED INSURANCEAT THE DESCRIBEDPREMISES APPLIES ONLYTO COVERAGESroa wr-ncnA LIMITor INSURANCEIS snowu
’

...u-.....'

PREM. NO. BLDG.NO. LIMITS COVERED CAUSES OF LOSS COINSURANCE RATES

1 2 BLDG $1,672,000 BASIC 90% INCL
3?? $35,200

OPTIONALCOVERAGE APPLICABLEONLYWHENENTRIESARE MADEINTHE SCHEDULEBELOW..
.._...;.._.__.j..__.._..__.._..:......___....-._....

..........
PRENLNO. BLDG. N0. EXPIRATIONDATE COVERAGE AMOUNT BUILDING PERSONALPROPERTY INCLUDING“STOCK”

Woodland HIII8,CA 91365

1 2 X

MORTGAGE HOLDER(S) _
I

if........................
-1

PREM, N0, BLDG. No. MORTGAGEHOLDER NAMEANDMAILINGADDRESS

1 2 Fannie Mae ISAOAIATIMA 7

_
clo ARCS Commercial Mort CDLP

’
PO Box 4345 g‘

E
I

STANDARDALLOT—l-MINERPER_ILSDEDUCTIBLE ~

’

I
$ 1 00°

OPTIONALALLOTHER PERILS DEDUCDBLECHOSEN: $5,000
9

HURRICANEDEDUCTIBLE:3%.-w.1- _
I

FORMSANDENDORSEMENTS APPLYTNGTO THIS COVERAGEANDMADEPART or=THIS POLICYAT TIMEOF ISSUE
I

APPLICABLE TO ALLCOVERAGES:

APPLICABLE TO SPECIFIC PREM. No. BLDG.No. COVERAGES CSP CODE

PREMISESICOVERAGES: 1 2 44 UNITS 0313

PREMIUMFOR THIS COVERAGEPART .
.#_ .

Premium shown is payable: $7,502.00 at inception;

Filing 39538979 MANOR HOUSE VS CITIZENS PROPER 05-2007-CA-007058-XXXX-XX
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3731

COMMERCIALPROPERTY COVERAGE PART
DAILYREPORT -- SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATIONS

Coverage provided by the

CITIZENSPROPERTY INSURANCECORPORATION
Forming a part of

POIICYNumb"! CPP 1008288 - 01 — 00
Named Insured and MailingAddress (No.. street, Town or City. County. stare.Zip Code)

Manor House LLC,Ocean Vlew LLC, Merritt LLC
4400 Silas Creek Pkwy, Ste 200
Winston-SaIem, NC 27104

Policy Period: From 5113/2004 to 5113/2005 at 12:01 A.M. Standard Time at your mailing
address shown on the Common Declaration.

IN RETURN FOR THE PAYMENTOF THE PREMIUM,ANDSUBJECT TO ALLTHE TERMS OF THIS POLICY,
WE AGREE WITHYOU TO PROVIDE THE INSURANCEAS STATED INTHIS POLICY.

V

BUSINESSoescarprrouzAPARTMENT

DESCRIPTIONOF PREMISES:
I

PREM. NO. BLDG.No. LOCATION,CONSTRUCTIONANDOCCUPANCY PROTECTIONcuss BCEGS CODE-
1 3 700 N. Courtenay Pkwy Merritt Island 32953 5 99

Joisted Masonry “ 44 UNITS “

COVERAGE PROVIDEDINSIJRANCEATTHEoescnraeoPREMISESAPPLIESONLYTO COVERAGE-ZSsonwmcnA LIMITor msumxcsussnow»

PREM. NO. BLDG.NO. LIMITS COVEREDCAUSES OF LOSS COINSURANCE RATES

1 3 awe $1,779,200 BASIC 90% INCL
app $35,200

vvvv -——¢- g.——::.

OPTIONALCOVERAGEAPPLICABLEONLYWHENENTRIESARE MADE INTHE SCHEDULEBELOW

PREM.NO. BLDG. NO. EXPIRATION DATE COVERAGE AMOUNT BUILDING PERSONAL PROPERTY INCLUDING‘STOCK’

1 3 X

MORTGAGEI-IOLDER(VS).

PREM. N0. BLDG. NO. MORTGAGEHOLDERNAMEAND MAILINGADDRESS

1 3 Fannie Mae ISAOAIATIMA

cio ARCS Commercial Mort Co LP

PO Box 4345

Woodland l~lIiIs,CA 91365
,,n.~,..-.

_.‘
.._.. ___...._._..._._..~.._........_......_.___.-_...h..,..............._.....E .._..-.._...._......._.__

_.______ISTANDARD(ALLOTHER PERILS DEDUCTIBLE

S 1 000 OPTIONALALLomen PERILS DEDUCTIBLECHOSEN: $5,000
I

HURRICANEDEDUCTIBLE:3%
FORMS AND ENDORSEMENTS APPLYINGTO THIS COVERAGEANDMADEPART OF THIS POLICY AT TIMEOF’ISSUE

APPLICABLE TO ALLCOVERAGES:

APPLICABLETO SPECIFIC PREM. NO. BLDG.NO. COVERAGES CSP CODE

PREMISEWCOVERAGES: 1 3 44 3

PREMIUM FOR musCOVERAGE PART
“'"’_"""_"'

_

I "W" __’:__.
Premium shown is payable: $7_972_00 at inception:

Filing 39538979 MANOR HOUSE VS CITIZENS PROPER 05-2007-CA-007058-XXXX-XX
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3732

COMMERCIALPROPERTY COVERAGE PART
DAILYREPORT - SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATIONS

Coverage provided by the

. CITIZENS PROPERTY INSURANCECORPORATION
Forming a part of
POIICVNumber: CPP 1008288 - 01 - 00
Named Insured and MailingAddress (No.. Street, Town or city, County. State.Zip Code)

Manor House LLC, Ocean View LLC, Merrltt LLC
4400 Silas Creek Pkwy, Ste 200
Winston-Salem, NC 27104

Policy Period: From 5113/2004 to 5/13/2005 at 12:01 A.M. Standard Time at your mailing
address shown on the Common Deciaration.

IN RETURN FOR THE PAYMENTOF THE PREMIUM, AND SUBJECT TO ALLTHE TERMS OF THIS POLICY,
WE AGREE WITHYOUTO PROVIDE THE INSURANCEAS STATED INTHIS POLICY.

ausmess DESCRIPTION: APARTMENT’
v__W___m_________

______»w_____”“I
DESCRIPTIONOF PREMISES:

PREM.NO. BLDG. No. LOCATION.CONSTRUCTIONANDOCCUPANCY PROTECTIONCLASS BCEGS CODE

1 4 700 N. Courtenay Pkwy Merritt Island 32953 5 99
Jolsted Masonry “ 32 UNITS "

COVERAGEPROVIDEDINsuRANcEAT THEoescmeeoPREMISESAPPUES ONLYTo COVERAGESFOR wmcnA LIMITor INSURANCEIs snows

PREM.NO. BLDG. NO. LIMITS COVEREDCAUSES OF LOSS COINSURANCE RATES

1 4 sum $1,232,300 BASIC 90% INCL
BPP $25,600 ‘

OPTIONALCOVERAGEAPPLICABLEONLYWHEN ENTRIES ARE MADEIN THE SCHEDULEBELOW.._....._......_. .... -~N _..M»..

PREM.NO. BLDG.NO. EXPIRATIONDATE COVERAGE AMOUNT BUILDING PERSONAL PROPERTY INCLUDING"STOCK"

1 4 X

M°RTGAG_§1*_91-2§B_<§_L_:__,___._____________«._~____,__

PREM.No. BLDG.N0. MORTGAGEHOLDERNAMEANDMAILINGADDRESS

4 Fannie Mae ISAOAIATIMA

clo ARCS Commercial Mort Co LP

PO Box 4345

Woodland HIII8,CA 91385

OPTIONALAu. OTHER PERILS DEDUCTIBLECHOSEN: $5,000
HURRICANEDEDUCTIBLE: 3%

FORMS AND ENDORSEMENTS APPLYINGTO THIScoy§RA§§_ANo MADEPART OF THIS P_C_)LlCYAT TIMEor ISSUE

APPLICABLE TO ALLCOVERAGES:

APPLICABLETO SPECIFIC PREM. N0. BLDG.NO. COVERAGES CSP CODE

PREMISESICOVERAGES: 1 4 3

PREMIUMFOR THIS COVERAGE PART
"-"""“'

Premium shown Is payable: $5,528.00 at Inception:

Filing 39538979 MANOR HOUSE VS CITIZENS PROPER 05-2007-CA-007058-XXXX-XX
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COMMERCIALPROPERTY COVERAGE PART
DAILYREPORT -- SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATIONS

Coverage provided by the

CITIZENS PROPERTY INSURANCECORPORATION
Forming a panof
Policy Number! CPP 1008288 - 01 - 00
Named Insured and MailingAddress (No.. Street, Town or City, County, Stata.Zip Code)

Manor House LLC, Ocean View LLC, Merritt LLC
4400 Silas creek Pkwy, Ste 200
Winston-Salem, NC 27104

POIICYPeriod: From 5/1312004 to 5/13/2005 at 12:01A.M. Standard Time at your mailing
address shown on the Common Declaration.

INRETURN FOR THEPAYMENTOF THE PREMIUM,ANDSUBJECTTO ALLTHE TERMSOF THIS POLICY,
WE AGREE WITH YOU TO PROVIDE THE INSURANCEAS STATED INTHIS POLICY.

BUSINESS DESCRIPTION:
..,-.----.,._.,.___________._____...______.__-_-_......_---__.,

DESCRIPTIONor PREMISES:
"T" """"""""" M """""""" ""

Ir';R.E.hTI.—NOT—_‘MS_l.~I)-IG.N0. LocATIoN_ CONSTRUCTIONANDOFCCUPAINC: PROTECTIONcI.Ass ac EGs CD
DEI

1 5 700 N. Courtenay Pkwy Merritt Island 32953 5 99 I
Jolsted Masonry "‘ 32 UNITS *' ’

COVERA6E;ROVIDEDINsummEAT THE DESCRIBEIIJ-’PT?"E—l»A‘I.'S-ES.APP_LI-E—~S_gr-II.-Y~1’.O.covERAGEs I=oRwmcu A LIMITor INSURANCE ISsI-
IowN|PREM.No. BLDG.NO. LIMITS COVERED CAUSES or LOSS COINSURANCE RATES

1 5 BLDG $1,232,300 BASIC 90% INCL
BPP $25,600

OPTIONALCOVERAGE APPLICABLEONLYWHENENTRIESARE MADEINTHE SCHEDULEBELOW

PREM.NO. BLDG. NO. EXPIRATIONDATE COVERAGE AMOUNT BUILDING PERSONALPROPERTY INCLUDING"STOCK"

1 5 - X

MORTGAGE HoLg§_R(s)

PREM. NO. BLDG.NO. MORTGAGEHOLDERNAMEANDMAILINGADDRESS

1 5 Fannie Mae ISAOAIATIMA

clo ARCS Commercial Mort Co LP

PO Box 4345

Woodland HIIIS,CA 91385

STANDARDALLOTHER PERILS DEDucTIaL'E

$ 1 OPTIONALALLOTHER PERILSDEDUCTIBLECHOSEN:
I

HURRICANEDEDUCTIBLE:3%,

FORMS ANDENDORSEMENTSAPPLYINGTO THIS COVERAGEANDMADETPARTor THIS POLICYAT TIMEor ISSUE

APPLICABLETO ALLCOVERAGES:

APPLICABLETO SPECIFIC PREM.NO. BLDG.NO. COVERAGES CSP CODE

PREMISESICOVERAGES: 1 5 3

PREMIIJM_F_ORTHIS COVERAGEPART

Premium shown is payable: $5,523,430

Filing 39538979 MANOR HOUSE VS CITIZENS PROPER 05-2007-CA-007058-XXXX-XX
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COMMERCIALPROPERTY COVERAGE PART
DAILYREPORT - SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATIONS

Coverage provided by the

CITIZENSPROPERTY INSURANCE CORPORATION
Forming a part of
Policy Number: CPP 1008288 - o1 - oo
Named Insured and MailingAddress (No.. Street.Town or City, County, State. Zip Code)

Manor House LLC, Ocean View LLC, Merritt LLC
4400 Silas Creek Pkwy. Ste 200
Winston-Salem, NC27104

Policy Period: From 5113/2904 to 511312005 at 12:01AM. Standard Time at your mailing
address shown on the Common Deciaration.

IN RETURN FOR THEPAYMENTOF THE PREMIUM,ANDSUBJECTTO ALLTHETERMS OF THIS POLICY.
WE AGREE WITHYOU TO PROVIDE THE INSURANCEAS STATED INTHIS POLICY.

BUSINESS DESCRIPTION:APARTMENT
I

DESCRIPTIONOF PREMISES:
4......

..-......_._.....n ..._.-_......-........_ ‘

PREM,NO. BLDG.N0. LOCATION.CONSTRUCTIONANDOCCUPANCY PROTECTION CIASS BCEGS CODE
I 1 3 700 N. Courtenay Pkwy Merritt Island 32953 5 99I Jolsted Masonry "’ 18 UNITS "

_I_COVERAGEPROVIDEDINSURANCEAT THE DESCRIBEDPREMISESAPPLIESONLY'ro'c6vERAoEsFOR WHICH A LIMITor INSURANCE Is snown

PREM. NO. BLDG.N0. LIMITS COVEREDcAusEs or Loss COINSURANCE RATES

1 6 awe $643,100 BASIC 90% INCL
899 $14,400

PTIONALCOVERAGEAPPLICABLEONLYWHEN ENTRIESARE MADEINTHE SCHEDULEBELOW

PREM. NO. BLDG.NO. EXPIRATIONDATE COVERAGE AMOUNT BUILDING PERSONAL PROPERTY INCLUDING‘STOCK’

1 6 X

MORTGAGEHOLDERIS)

PREM. NO. BLDG.NO. MORTGAGEHOLDERNAMEANDMAILINGADDRESS

1 5 Fannie Mae ISAOAIATIMA

clo ARCS Commercial Mort Co LP

PO Box 4345

Woodland Hills, CA 91365

STANDARDALLomen PERILS oEuuc?§Ei.='
""

OPTIONALALLomen PERILS DEDUCTIBLECHOSEN: $5,000
_

I

HURRICANEDEDUCTIBLE: 3%
FORMS AND ENDORSEMENTS APPLYING TO musCOVERAGEAND MADEPART or ms POLICY Ar TIMEor ISSUE

APPLICABLETO ALLCOVERAGES:
I

$ 1,000

APPLICABLETO SPECIFIC PREM.NO. BLDG. N0. COVERAGES csp cooe
PREMISES/COVERAGES: 1 3 13 um-rs 031 2

PREMIUM FOR THIS COVERAGE PART
an-_.;.~..-

Premium shown is payable: $2,973_00 at inception;

Filing 39538979 MANOR HOUSE VS CITIZENS PROPER 05-2007-CA-007058-XXXX-XX
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COMMERCIALPROPERTY COVERAGE PART
DAILYREPORT - SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATIONS

Coverage provided by the

CITIZENSPROPERTY INSURANCECORPORATION
Forming a part of
Poncy Number: CPP 1008288 - 01 - oo
Named Insured and MailingAddress (No.. Street.Town or City. County, State.Zip Code)

Manor House LLC, Ocean View LLC, Merritt LLC
4400 Silas Creek Pkwy, Ste 200
Winston-Salem, NC27104

Policy Period: From 511312004 to 5/13/2005 at 12:01 AM. Standard Time at your mailing
address shown on the Common Declaration.

INRETURNFOR THE PAYMENTOF THE PREMIUM.ANDSUBJECT TO ALLTHE TERMS OF THIS POLICY,
WE AGREE WITH YOU TO PROVIDE THE INSURANCEAS STATED INTHIS POLICY.

_B_Ig§;1:;ssnEscRI__r;TI_9§;_APARTMENT

_°.§.§*3.'.'.°.IL9.t'.9f PREI-"5E5=
PREM. NO. BLDG.No. LocATIoN, CONSTRUCTIONANDOCCUPANCY PROTECTIONCLASS BCEGS CODE

1 7 700 N. Courtenay Pkwy Merritt Island (hair salon) 32953 5 99
Joisted Masonry " 1 UNITS “'

COVERAGEPROVIDEDINSURANCEATTHEDESCRIBEDPREMISESAPPLIESONLYT0 cOvERAGEs FORWHICHA LIMITor INSURANCEIs SHOWN

PREM. NO. BLDG.NO. LIMITS COVEREDCAUSESOF LOSS coINsuRANcE RATES

1 7 auno $50,000 BASIC 90°/o INCL
BPP $0

—?——i1i_ -;___.i1_¢.

OPTIONALCOVERAGE APPLICABLEONLYWHENENT_I3_|_E_§_MAI_2_E_?_/IADEINTHE S_(_3_Ij§._DULE"8ELOW I

PREMNO. BLDG.N0. EXPIRATIONDATE COVERAGE AMOUNT BUILDING PERSONALPROPERTY INCLUDING'STOCK"

1 7 X

4MORTGAGE HOLDER(§V)______: __________ _Z_” ___*vA

PREM.No. BLDG.NO. MORTGAGEHOLDERNAMEANDMAILINGADDRESS

1 7 Fannie Mae ISAOAIATIMA

clo ARCS Commercial Mon Co LP

PO Box 4345

Woodland Hllls, CA 91365

“STANDARDALL...9I_'1L3B_E§!3!-§_°§.P_'-1!iIE£§L.-L._ ....... _______ _____
,,_...,,.._..,____,,_m.__.,..____.,L

5 1 000 . OPTIONALALLOTHER PERILS DEDUCTIBLECHOSEN: $5,000
1

HURRICANEOEDUCTIBLE:3%
FORMS AND END0RSEMENI_S%_”AIfPLj{IWN§ToTH|S’__C__O¥EbRVA§_§‘A_NDMADEPARTOF THIS POLICYAT TIMEOF Is_suE

APPLICABLETO ALLCOVERAGES:

APPLICABLE TO SPECIFIC
‘

PREM. NO. BLDG. NO. COVERAGES CSP CODE

PREMISESICOVERAGES: 1 7 1 UN|'fS 0321

PREMIUM FOR THIS COVERAGE PART_
_

_____M___
__ _

I Premium shown is payable: $31 5_00 at inception;

Filing 39538979 MANOR HOUSE VS CITIZENS PROPER 05-2007-CA-007058-XXXX-XX
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COMMERCIALPROPERTY COVERAGE PART
DAILYREPORT -- SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATIONS

Coverage provided by the

CITIZENSPROPERTY INSURANCE CORPORATION
Forming a part of

POIICVNumbefi CPP 1008288 - 01 - 00
Named Insured and MaiiingAddress (No., Street.Town or City. County. sIaIe. zip Code)

Manor House LLC, Ocean View LLC, Merritt LLC
4400 Silas Creek Pkwy, Ste 200
Wlnstonsalem, NC 27104

Policy Period: From 5/13/2004 to 5/13/2005 at 12:01 A.M. Standard Time at your maiiing
address shown on the Common Declaration.

IN RETURN FOR THE PAYMENTOF THE PREMIUM, ANDSUBJECT TO ALLTHE TERMS OF THIS POLICY,
WE AGREE WITHYOU TO PROVIDETHEINSURANCEAS STATED INTHIS POLICY.

APARTMENT
......._...__.............._—......._.....

0

BUSINESS DESCRIPTION:

DESCRIPTIONOF PREMISES:
PREM.No. BLDG. No. LOCATION.CONSTRUCTIONAND OCCUPANCY PROTECTION CLASS BCEGS coDE

1 3 88 Skylark Ave Merritt Island 32953 5 99
Masonry Non-Con-Ibustlble " 103 UNITS "

COVERAGEPROVIDEDINSURANCEAT THEDESCRIBEDPREMISESAPPLIEEDNLVTo é25(E£{£:esFDRWHICHA LIMITor INSURANCEIs SHOWN
'

PREM. NO. BLDG.NO.
I

I
I LIMITS COVEREDcAusEsOF Loss ‘COINSURANCERATES I

1 8 BLDG $2,838,400 BASIC 90% INCL
BPP $70,400

LICABLEONLYWHENENTRIESARE MADEINTHE SC[I_E_pULEBELOW

..._..._ ._
.._..._.......4. .......-.4.

....'..-‘o‘PTIoNALCOVERAGE APP

PREMNO. BLDG.NO. EXPIRATIONDATE COVERAGE AMOUNT BUILDING PERSONALPROPERTY INCLUDING"STOCK"

Woodland Hills, CA 91385

1 8 X

I MORTGAGEHOLDER(S)
I

I I

PREM, No, BLDG.No. MORTGAGEHOLDERNAMEANDMAILINGADDRESS I~

‘I 8 Fannie Mae ISAOAIATIMA

clo ARCS Commerclal Mort Co LP

PO Box 4345

STANDARDALLOTHER PERILS DEDUEIEEE
..———~_§

$ 1 000 oPTIoNAL ALLOTHER PERILS DEDUCTIBLE CHOSEN: $5,000
I

HURRICANE DEDUCTIBLE:3%
FORMS ANDENDORSEMENTS APPLYINGTO THISCOVERAGEAND MADEPART OF THIS POLICYAT TIMEOF ISSUE

'

I

APPLICABLETO ALLCOVERAGES:

APPLICABLE TO SPECIFIC PREM. NO. BLDG. NO.’ COVERAGES CSP CODE

PREMISESICOVERAGES: 1 8 103 UMTS 0313

PREMIUMFOR THIS COVERAGE PART ________
_"

Premium shown Is payable: $8,403_00 at inoeption;

Filing 39538979 MANOR HOUSE VS CITIZENS PROPER 05-2007-CA-007058-XXXX-XX
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COMMERCIAL PROPERTY COVERAGE PART
DAILYREPORT -- SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATIONS

Coverage provided by the
CITIZENS PROPERTY INSURANCECORPORATION

Forming a part of
Policy Number: CPP 1008288 - o1 - oo
Named Insured and MailingAddress (No., Street. Town or City. couniy. State. Zip Code)

Manor House LLC, Ocean View LLC, Merritt LLC
4400 Silas Creek Pkwy, Ste 200
Winston-Salem, NC 27104

Policy Period: From 511312004 to 5/13/2905 at 12:01 A.M. Standard Time at your mailing
address shown on the Common Declaration.

IN RETURN FOR THE PAYMENTOF THE PREMIUM,ANDSUBJECT TO ALLTHE TERMS OF THIS POLICY.
WE AGREE WITHYOUTO PROVIDE THE INSURANCEAS STATED INTHIS POLICY.

1

BUSINESSDESCRIPTION: APARTMENT
?FREMIsEs:"' ‘

PREM. N0. BLDG.N0. LOCATION,CONSTRUCTIONAND OCCUPANCY PROTECTIONCLASS BCEGSCODE

1 9 620 Club House Dr Merritt Island (ciubhouse) 32953 5 99
Joisted Masonry “ 1 UNITS “

COVERAGE PROVIDEDINSDRANCEAT THEDESCRIBEDPREMISESAPPLIESONLYTOCOVERAGESFORwmcnA mm or INSURANCEIs suowu
‘

PREM. NO._ BLDG.NO. urmrs COVEREDcAusEs or Loss COINSURANCE RATES

1 9 BLDG $198,000 BASIC 90°/0 INCL I

399 $1 2,500
'

OPTIONALCOVERAGE APPLICABLEONLYWHENENTRIESARE MADEINTHESCHEDULEBELOW
H

PREM.NO. BLDG.NO. EXPIRATIONDATE COVERAGE AMOUNT BUILDING PERSONALPROPERTY |NCLUDING"STOCK'

1 9 X
’

MORTGAGE HOLDER(S)

PREM.N0, BLDG.N0. MORTGAGEHOLDERNAMEANDMAILINGADDRESS

1 9 Fannie Mae ISAOAIATIMA

clo ARCS Commercial Mort Co LP

PO Box 4345

Woodland HIII8,CA 91365

--~...-.. —. usu-
'

STANDARD ALI.OTHER PERILS DEDI_JCTIBLE

S 1 000 OPTIONALALLOTHERPERILSDEDUCTIBLECHOSEN: $5,000
1

HURRICANEDEDUCTIBLE:3%
FORMS AND ENDORSEMENTS APPLYINGTO THISCOVERAGEAND MADEPART OF THIS POLICYAr TIMEor ISSUE

APPLICABLETO ALLCOVERAGESI

‘APPLICABLETo SPECIFIC PREM. NO. BLDG.N0. COVERAGES CSP CODE

PREMISES/COVERAGES: 1 9 1 Umfs 0311

P5Ez«LLI1Ia:2.r3rHIs889_9§I5_8.A;s=.Im\£__,L_L____,._____........_,__.._._ _____
..._.. ...................

"'

Premium shown is payable: $950_00 at inception;

Filing 39538979 MANOR HOUSE VS CITIZENS PROPER 05-2007-CA-007058-XXXX-XX
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Poucv NUMBER: CPP100828801 COMMERCIALPROPERTY
CIT 03 23 12 97

THIS ENDORSEMENTCHANGES THE POLICY. PLEASE READITCAREFULLY.

FLORIDA HURRICANE PERCENTAGE DEDUCTIBLE
(RESIDENTIAL RISKS)

This endorsement modi?es insurance provided tmder the totlowing:

BUILIDINGAND -PERSONALPROPERTYCOVERAGEFORM
CONDOMINIUMASSOCIATION COVERAGEFORM

SCHEDULE
Informationto corn- to this Scneduto rt not shown on this endoroomen wit:be shown in the Dectamtions.

Hurricane Doducttbto Percentage -

Entor 3% or 5%
(subject To A 3606Minimum Daouotthte Per ocoumnoo}

The Huntoane Deduotiote, as shown in the Schedule.
applies to loss or damage to Covered Property
caused dinectty or indtrectty by Hurricane.regardtess
of any other cause or event that contributes concur»

rantty or in any sequence to the loss or damage. It
has or damage from a covered weather condition
other than Hurricane occurs.and that loss or damage
would not have occurred but for the Hurricane, such
lossordarnagashati beoonsideradtobacausedby
Hurricane and therefore part of the Hurricane occur-
renoe.
The Hurricane Deductible applies whenever there is
an occurrence at Hurricane. Under the tsrrm of this
endorsement.a hurricane is a storm system that has
been declared to be a hurricane by the Nations!Hunt-—
cane Center of the Nattona! Whether Service (horeaf~
ter referred to as NRC). The Hurricaneoccurrence
begins at the time a hurricane watch or hurricane
warning is issued for any part ofFIonda by the NHC,
and ends 72 hours atter the termination or the {sat
nurricanewatchorhurrtcanewamtng tssuedforany
part of Florida by the NHC. with respect to Covered
Property at a tocation toerrtttied In the schedule, the
Hurricane Deductible is the only deductible that ap-
pttestotoss ordamageoausadby?ur?canaifa

. wlndstormisnotdactanadtobeahurrtcaneandthere

err 03 23 12 97 Irrdudes copyrighted material of Insurance Services O?toe, Inc.
with in permission.

MANOR HOUSE VS CITIZENS PROPER

dam89° .the apptioabte
deductibteis the samadeductible that applies to Fire.
As used in this endorsement, weterm "speci?c insur-

is loss or to Covered Property

anoe” has the following meaning: Spect?c Insurance
covers each item of tnsuranée (for example, each
bonding or persona! property in a building) under a
separate Limitof Insurance

HURRICANEDEDIJCTIBLECLAUEE
A. AII Poilcfco

1. A Deductibte is oaicutated separatety for. and
applies separatety to:
a. Each banding. tttwoorrnorebuitdtngs sus-

tain loss or damage;

I». The bultdingand to persona! property in that
buitding,ifboth sustain toss or damage:

c. Persona! property at each buttdéng, ft per-
sona%pr~opertyattsvoorn\orebui!dtrtgssus-
talnsloss ordarnage;

d. Porsonalpropertytntheopon.

In any one occurrence orHumchno.the totat
deductibte tor artcovered Hurricane tosses will
not be Iasa man3500.

Pagotofz

O5-2007-CA-007058-XXXX-XX
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2. We will not pay for loss or damage until the
amount of loss or damage exceeds the appli-
cable Deductible.We willthen pay the amount
of loss or damage in excess at that Deductible;
up to the applicable Limitof Insurance.alter
any reduction required by the following:Coin-
surance Conditlon.3.Whenproperty is covered
under the Coverage Extension for Newly Ao-
quired or Constructed Property: in determining
the amount, if any, that we willpay for loss or
damage. we willdeduct an amount equal to
percentage of the value(s) oi‘the property at
time of loss. The applicable percentage for
Newly Acquired or Constructed Property is the
highest percentage shown in the Schedule for
any described premises.

3. calculation Of The Deductible
in determining the amount, if any. that we will
pay for loss or damage. we will deduct an
amount equal to 3% or 5% (as shown in the
Schedule) of the Llmltie)of insurance eppfrca- °‘

bie to the property that has sustained loss or
damage.

EXAMPLES — APPLICATION OF DEDUCTIBLE
Example #1 - speci?c Insurance
The amount of loss to the damaged building is
$60,000.
The valued the damaged buildingat time orloss is
$100,000. 1'he coinsurance percentage shown in the
Declarations is 80%; the minimum Limitof insurance
needed to meet the coinsurance requirement is
$80,000 (80% of 8100.000).
The actual Limitof Insurance on the damaged build-
ingis $70,000.

The Deductibleis 3%.

Step (1): $70,000 4- $80,000 =1 .875
Step (2): $60,000 x .875 = $52,500
Step (3): 370,000 X 3% = $2,100
Step (4): $52,500 - 82,100 = $50,400 .

The most we will pay (under basic policy limits)
$50,400. The remainder of the loss, $9,800. is not
covered due to the coinsurance penalty tor inade-
quate insurance (steps (1) and (2)) and the applica-
tion ot the Deductible (Steps (3) and (4)). “’

Pago20f2 includescopyrighted material of insurance services Oilice.inc.
withits permission.
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Example #2 - speci?c Insurance
The amount of loss to the damaged property are

(building) and $40,000 (personal property in
ng.

Thevalue of the damaged building at time of loss is
$100,000. The value of the personal property in that
building is $80,000. The Coinsurance percentage
shown in the Declarations is 80%; the minimum Limits
of Insurance needed to meet the coinsurancere-
quirement are $80,000 (80% of $100,000) for the
building and $64,000 (80% of 380.000) for the per-
9°“3' 90399“?-
The actual Limitsof insurance on the damaged prop-
erty are $80,000 on the buildingand $64,000 on the
personal property (therefore no coinsurance penalty).

The Deductibleis 5%.
Building
Step (1): 380,000 x 5% = $4.000
Step (2): $60,000 -— $4,000: $58,000

Personal Property

3089(1)! 364.000X 5% = $3.200
Step (2): $40,000 - $3,200==$38,800

The most we win pay (under basic policy limits) for
building and contents combinedis $92,800 ($66,000 +
$38,800). That portion of the combined loss ot
$100,000 not covered due to application of the De-
ductible is $7.200 ($4.000 + $3,200).

CIT 03 23 12 97
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POLICY NUMBER:
I

COMMERCIALPROPERTY
CIT 00 10 03 94

EXISTINGDAMAGE EXCLUSIONENDORSEMENT

It is understoodand agreed that this policy is not intended to and does not providecoverage
for any damages which occurred prior to policy inceptionregardless of whether such damages
were apparent at the time of the inception of this policy or occurring at a later date.

It is also understood and agreed that this policy is not intended to and does not provide
coverage for any claims or damages arising out of workmanship, repairs and / or lack of
repairs arising from damage which occurredprior to policy inception.

It is further understood and agreed that this policy does not provide coverage for any stated
amount until and unless all structures covered by your previous policy have been fully and
completely repaired. Prior to such completionof repairs, coverage will be limited to the
greater of: (I) the actual cash value of the property at the time of a covered loss occurring
during this policy period; or (2) the cost of repairing the property to a state at which it existed
at the time of a covered loss, provided that such repairs have been made.

This endorsement applies to all coverages under this policy.

CIT 00 10 03 94
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POLICY NUMBER: COMMERCIALPROPERTY
CIT 00 ‘I2 10 95

THISENDORSEMENTCHANGESTHE POLICY. PLEASE READ IT CAREFULLY.

STANDARD POLICY COVERAGE — DECLARATIONS

This policy is issued on behalf of the Citizens Property Insurance Corporation and, by
acceptance of this policyyou agree:

I. That the statements in the Declarations are your representations;

2. That this policy is issuedin relianceupon the truth of those representations;

3. That this policy‘embodiesall agreements existing between you and the Citizens
Property Insurance Corporationor any of our Producers relating to this policy.

CIT 00 12 10 95
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This endorsement modi?es insurance provided under the following:

BOILERAND MACHINERYCOVERAGE PART

COMMERCIALINLANDMARINECOVERAGE PART
COMMERCIALPROPERTY COVERAGE PART
CRIME ANDFIDELITYCOVERAGE PART
FARMCOVERAGEPART

A. Paragraph 2. of the Cancellation Common Policy
Condition is replaced by the following:

2. Cancellation For Policies in Effect 90 Days
Or Less

a. if this policy has been in effect for 90 days
or less, we may cancel this policy by mail-
ing or delivering to the first Named Insured
written notice of cancellation.accompanied
by the specific reasons for cancellation.at
least:

(1) 10 days before the effective date of
cancellation if we cancel for nonpay-
ment of premium; or

(2) 20 days before the effective date of
cancellation if we cancel for any other
reason.except we may cancel immedi-
ately if there has been:

(a) A material misstatement or misrep-
resentation; or

(b) A failure to comply with underwriting
requirements established by the in-
surer.

b. We may not cancel:
(1) On the basis of property insurance

claims that are the result of an act of
God. unless we can demonstrate, by
claims frequency or otherwise, that you
have failed to take action reasonably
necessary as requested by us to prevent
recurrence of damage to the insured
property; or

CIT 02 56 07 02
with its permission.
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Commercial
CIT 02 55 07 02

THIS ENDORSEMENT CHANGES THE POLICY. PLEASE READ IT CAREFULLY.

FLORIDA CHANGES -

CANCELLATIONAND NONRENEWAL

CAPITAL ASSETS PROGRAM (OUTPUT POLICY) COVERAGE PART

(2) On the basis of filing of claims for par-
tial losscaused by sinkhole damage.
regardless of whether this policy has
been the subject of a sinkhole claim.or
on the basis of the risk associated with
the occurrence of such a claim. How-
ever, we may cancel this policy if:

(a) The total of such property insurance
claim payments for this policy ex-
ceeds the current policy Iimits of
coverage for property damage; or

(b) You have failed to repair the struc-
ture in accordance with the engi-
neering reoommendations upon
which any loss payment or policy
proceeds were based.

8. The following is added to the Cancellation Com-
mon Policy Condition:

7. Cancellatlon For Policies in Effect For More
Than 90 Days

a. If this policy has been in effect for more
than 90 days, we may cancel this policy
only for one or more of the following rea-
sons:

(1) Nonpayment of premium;

(2) The policy was obtained by a material
misstatement;

(3) There has been a failure to comply with
underwriting requirements established
by the insurer within 90 days of the ef-
fective date of coverage;

Page 1 of 2 E]
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(4) There has been a substantial change in
the riskcovered by the policy;

(5) The cancellation is for all insureds un-
der such policies for a given class of in-
sureds;

(6) On the basis of property insurance
claims that are the result of an act of
God. if we can demonstrate, by claims
frequency or otherwise, that you have
failed to take action reasonably neces-
sary as requested by us to prevent re-
currence of damage to the insured
property; or

(7) On the basis of ?ling of claims for par-
tial loss caused by sinkhole damage, or
on the basis of the risk associated with
the occurrence of such a claim, it

(a) The total of such property insurance
claim payments for this policy ex-
ceeds the current policy limits of
coverage for property damage; or

(b) You have failed to repair the stnJc-
ture in accordance with the engi-
neering recommendations upon
which any loss payment or policy
proceeds were based.

b. If we cancel this policy for any of these
reasons. we will mail or deliver to the first
Named insured written notice of cancella-
tion. accompanied by the speci?c reasons
for cancellation, at least:

(1) 10 days before the effective date of
cancellation if cancellation is for non-
payment of premium; or

(2) 45 days before the effective date of
cancellation if:

(a) Cancellation is for one or more of
the reasons stated in 7.a.(2) through
7.a.(7) above; and

(b) This policy does not cover a residen-
tial structure or its contents; or

(3) 90 days before the effective date of
cancellation if:

(a) Cancellation is for one or more of
the reasons stated in 7.a.{2) through
7.a.(7) above; and

(b) This policy covers a residential
structure or its contents.

. ......y.-..............—.........c._...a.......m........—............_...._...i...

C. The followingis added:
NONRENEWAL

1.

includes copyrighted material of insurance Services Office.Inc,

if we decide not to renew this policy we will
mail or deliver to the first Named Insured writ-
ten notice of nonrenewal.accompanied by the
speci?c reason for nonrenewal, at least 90
days prior to the expiration of the policy.

. Any notice of nonrenewal will be mailed or
delivered to the first Named Insured's last
mailing address known to us. it notice is
mailed, proof of mailing willbe suf?cient proof
of notice.

. We may refuse to renew this policy if we.or
the Florida Market Assistance Program
(FMAP), obtain an offer from an authorized in-
surer to cover your property described in the
Common Policy Declaration or Supplemental
Declarations, at approved rates. Your policy
may be replaced by a policy that may not pro-
vide coverage identical to the coverage pro-
vided by Citizens. Acceptance of Citizens cov-
erage by you creates a conclusive presumption
that you are aware of this potential.

We may not refuse to renew this policy:

a. On the basis of property insurance claims
that are the result of an act of God, unless
we can demonstrate, by claims frequency
or otherwise, that you have failed to take
action reasonably necessary as requested
by us to prevent recurrence of damage to
the insured property; or

b. On the basis of ?ling of ciaims for partial
loss caused by sinkhole damage, regard-
less of whether this policy has been the
subject of a sinkhole claim, or on the basis
of the risk associated with the occurrence
of such a claim. However, we may refuse
to renew this policy if:

(1) The total of such property insurance
claim payments for this policy exceeds
the current policy limits of coverage for
property damage; or

(2) You have failed to repair the structure in
accordance with the engineering rec-
ommendations upon which any loss
payment or policyproceeds were based.

CIT02 55 07 02
with its permission.
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POLICYNUMBER: COMMERCIALPROPERTY
CIT 03 23 12 97

THIS ENDORSEMENTCHANGES THE POLICY. PLEASE READ IT CAREFULLY.

FLORIDA HURRICANEPERCENTAGE DEDUCTIBLE
(RESIDENTIAL RISKS)

This endorsement modi?es insurance provided under the following:

BUILDINGAND PERSONAL PROPERTY COVERAGEFORM
CONDOMINIUMASSOCIATION COVERAGE FORM

SCHEDULE

Premises Bldg.
No. No.

The Hurricane Deductible, as shown in the Schedule,
applies to loss or damage to Covered Property
caused directty or indirectly by Hurricane, regardless
of any other cause or event that contributes concur-
rently or in any sequence to the loss or damage. if
loss or damage from a covered weather condition
other than Hurricane occurs, and that loss or damage
would not have occurred but for the Hurricane, such
loss or damage shall be considered to be caused by
Hurricane and therefore part of the Hurricane occur-
rence. ‘

The Hurricane Deductible applies whenever there is
an occurrence of Hurricane. Under the terms of this
endorsement, a hurricane is a storm system that has
been declared to be a hurricane by the National Hur-
ricane Center of the National Weather Service (here-
after referred to as NHC). The Hurricane occurrence
begins at the time a hurricane watch or hurricane
warning is issued for any part of Florida by the NHC,
and ends 72 hours after the termination of the last
hurricane watch or hurricane warning issued for any
part of Florida by the NHC. With respect to Covered
Property at a location identi?ed in the Schedule.the
Hurricane Deductible is the only deductible that ap-
plies to loss or damage caused by Hurricane. It e
windstorm is not declared to be a hurricane and there

CIT 03 2312 87

Informationto comlete this Schedule ifnot shown on this endorsement willbe shown in the Declarations.

(Subject To A $500 Minimum Deductible Per Occurrence)

includes copyrighted material of Insurance Services Office.Inc.

Hurricane Deductible Percentage -

Enter 3% or 6%

is loss or damage to Covered Property, the applicable
deductible is the same deductible that applies to Fire.

As used in this endorsement.the term "specific insur-
ance" has the following meaning: Speci?c insurance
covers each item of insurance (for example, each
building or personal property in a building) under a
separate Limitof insurance

HURRICANE DEDUCTIBLECLAUSE

A. Ail Policies

1. A Deductible is calculated separately for, and
applies separately to:

a. Each building, it two or more buildings
sustain loss or damage;

b. The building and to personal property in
that building, if both sustain loss or dam-
399;

c. Personal property at each building, it per-
sonal property at two or more buildings sus-
tains loss or damage;

d. Personal property in the open.

in any one occurrence of Hurricane, the total
deductible for all covered Hurricane losses will
not be less than $500.

Page 1 of 2
with its permission.
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2. We will not pay for loss or damage until the
amount of loss or damage exceeds the appli-
cable Deductible. We willthen pay the amount
of loss or damage in excess of that Deductible,
up to the applicable Limitof Insurance, after
any reduction required by the following:Coin-
suranceCondition.3.When property is covered
under the Coverage Extension for Newly Ac-
quired or Constructed Property: In determining
the amount, if any, that we willpay for loss or
damage, we will deduct an amount equal to a
percentage of the value(s) of the property at
time of loss. The applicable percentage for
NewlyAcquired or Constructed Property is the
highest percentage shown in the Schedule for
any described premises.

8. Calculation O! The Deductible

in determining the amount, if any, that we will
pay for loss or damage, we will deduct an
amount equal to 3% or 5% (as shown in the
Schedule) of the Limit(s) of Insurance applica-
ble to the property that has sustained loss or
damage.

EXAMPLES - APPLICATIONOF DEDUCTIBLE

Example #1 - Speci?c insurance
The amount of loss to the damaged building is
$60.000.

The value of the damaged building at time of loss is
$100,000. The coinsurance percentage shown in the
Declarations is 80%; the minimum Limitoi‘Insurance
needed to meet the coinsurance requirement is
$80,000 (80% of $100,000).

The actual Limitof Insurance on the damaged build-
ing is $70,000.

The Deductible is 3%.

Step (1): $70,000 + $80,000 = .875
Step (2): $60,000 X .875 = $52,500
Step (3): $70,000 X 3% = $2,100
Step (4): $52,500 — $2,100 = $50,400

The most we will pay (under basic policy limits) is
$50,400. The remainder of the loss. $9,600, is not
covered due to the coinsurance penalty for inade-
quate insurance (Steps (1) and (2)) and the applica-
tion of the Deductible (Steps (3) and (4)).

Page 2 of 2 Includes copyrighted material of Insurance Services Oftice, Inc.

Example #2 —- Specific Insurance

The amount of loss to the damaged property are
$60,000 (building) and $40,000 (personal property in
building). ,

The value of the damaged buildingat time of loss is
$100,000. The value of the personal property in that
building is $80,000. The coinsurance percentage
shown in the Declarations is 80%; the minimum Lim-
its ot insurance needed to meet the coinsurance
requirement are $80,000 (80% of $100,000) for the
building and $64,000 (80% of $80,000) for the per-
sonal property.

The actual Limits of insurance on the damaged
property are $80,000 on the building and $64,000 on
the personal property (therefore no Coinsurance
penalty).

The Deductible is 5%.

Building
Step (1): $80,000 x 5% = $4,000
Step (2): 8560.000- $4,000: $56,000

Personal Property
Step (1): $64,000 X 5% = $3,200
Step (2): $40,000 - $3,200: $36,800

The most we will pay (under basic policy limits) for
building and contents combined is $92,800 ($56,000
+ $36,800). That portion of the combined loss of
$100,000 not covered due to application of the De-
ductible is $7,200 ($4,000 + $3,200).

CIT 03 23 12 97
with its permission.
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POLICY NUMBER:
_

COMMERCIALPROPERTY

THIS ENDORSEMENTCHANGES THE POLICY. PLEASE READ ITCAREFULLY.

ADDITIONALPROPERTY NOT COVERED

This endorsement modi?es insurance provided under the following:

BUiLD|NG ANDPERSONALPROPERTYCOVERAGEFORM
CONDOMiN|UM COMMERCIALUNIT-OWNERS COVERAGE FORM

The followingis added to PROPERTY NOT COVERED:

Description of Property

Awnings or canopies of fabric or slat construction.includingtheir supports

Brick,metal, stone.or concrete chimneys or stacks nor formingpart of a building, or metal smokestacks

Crop silos and their contents

Swimming pools, diving towers, platformsor jacuzzis unless specifically scheduled in the declarations

Waterwheels, windmills,windpumps or their towers

Tennis Courts

Glass which is not part of a building or structure

Metal in ingots, pigs, billets.or scraps

Ores, gravels. day, or sand

Property stored in open yards

Vending machines or their contents

‘Stock’

Radio or television antennas or serials.satellitedish (including lead-in wiring,masts or towers and their
support) unless specially scheduled in the declarations or Endorsement CP 15 50.

Any structure includingthe personal property contained within or on the structure, located in whole or in part
over water.

THE FOLLOWING PROPERTY IS NOT COVERED IF DAMAGE IS CAUSED BY
WINDSTORMOR HAIL;

Any stmcture or attachment.whether attached or separate from the covered building. where that structure's roof
coverings are of screen, fabric, thatch, lattice, or slats and similar material; or where the structure's
exterior wall coverings are of fabric, thatch, lattice, or slats and similar material.

Greenhouses, giasshouses, hothouses, Slathouses, treliises, chlckees, gazebos. Pergolas, cabanas, and tiki
huts, or similar structures and personal property contained withinor on these structures.

CIT 14 20 03 94 Includes Copyrighted Material, ISO Commercial Risk Services, inc., 1994
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COMMERCIALPROPERTY
CP 00 10 10 00

BUILDINGAND PERSONAL
PROPERTY COVERAGE FORM

Various provisions in this policy restrict coverage.Read the entire policy carefully to determine rights. duties and
what is and is not covered.
Throughout this policy the words "you" and "your' refer to the Named Insured shown in the Declarations. The
words "we".“us”and "our" refer to the Company providingthis insurance.

Other words and phrases that appear in quotation marks have special meaning. Refer to Section H. - De?nitions.

A. Coverage

We willpay for direct physical loss of or damage to
Covered Property at the premises described in the
Declarations caused by or resulting from any Cov-
ered Cause of Loss.

1. covered Property

Covered Property, as used in this Coverage
Part, means the type of property described in
this Section.A.1..and limitedin A.2..Property
Not Covered, ifa Limitof insurance is shown in
the Declarations for that type of property.

a. Building, meaning the buildingor structure
described in the Declarations.including:

(1) Completed additions;

(2) Fixtures.includingoutdoor ?xtures;
(3) Permanently installed:

(3) Machinery and

(b) Equipment;

(4) Personal property owned by you that is
used to maintain or service the building
or stmcture or its premises. including:

(a) Fire extinguishing equipment;

(b) Outdoor furniture;

(c) Floor coverings; and
(d) Appliances used for refrigerating.

ventilating. cooking, dishwashing or
laundering;

(5) if not covered by other insurance:
(a) Additions under construction.altera-

tions and repairs to the building or
structure;

CP 0010 10 00
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(b) Materials, equipment. supplies and
temporary structures, on or within
100 feet of the described premises.
used for making additions, altera-
tions or repairs to the building or
structure.

b. Your Business Personal Property located
in or on the building described in the Decla-
rations or in the open (or Ina vehicle) within
100 feet of the described premises. con-
sisting of the following unless otherwise
speci?ed in the Declarations or on the Your
Business Personal Property — Separation of
Coverage tom:

(1) Furniture and ?xtures;

(2) Machinery and equipment:

(3) "Stock";

(4) Allother personal property owned by you
and used in your business;

(5) Labor, materials or services furnished or
arranged by you on personal property of
others;

(8) Your use interest as tenant in improve-
ments and betterments. improvements
and bettennents are ?xtures.alterations.
installationsor additions:

(a) Made a part of the building or struc-
ture you occupy but do not own; and

(b) You acquired or made at your ex-
pense but cannot legally remove:

(7) Leased personal property for which you
have a contractual responsibility to in-
sure, unless otherwise provided for un-
der Personal Property of Others.

Page 1 of 13 Cl
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c. Personal Property Of Others that is:

(1) in your care, custody or control; and
(2) Located in or on the building described

in the Declarations or in the open (or in a
vehicle) within 100 feet of the described
premises.

However, our payment for loss of or dam-
age to personal property of others willonly
be for the account of the owner of the prop-
erty.

2. Property Not Covered

Covered Property does not include:

a. Accounts, bills, currency, deeds. food
stamps or other evidences of debt, money.
notes or securities. Lottery tickets held for
sale are not securities;

b. Animals, unless owned by others and
boarded by you, or if owned by you, only as
"stock"while inside of buildings;

Automobiles held for sale;
(1. Bridges, roadways, walks, patios or other

paved surfaces;

e. Contraband, or property in the course of
illegaltransportation or trade;

1‘.The cost of excavations, grading, back?lling
or ?lling;

9. Foundations of buildings, structures, ma-
chinery or boilers if their foundations are
below:

(1) The lowest basement ?oor; or
(2) The surface of the ground, if there is no

basement;

h. Land (including land on which the property
is located). water.growingcrops or lawns;

I. Personal property while airborne or water-
borne;

]. Bulkheads, piiings, piers, wharves or docks;

k. Property that is covered under another
coverage form of this or any other policy in
which it is more specifically described, ex-
cept for the excess of the amount due
(whether you can collect on it or not) from
that other insurance;

I. Retaining walls that are not part of a build-
ing;

in. Underground pipes, fiues or drains;

S’
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. The cost to research, replace or restore the
informationon valuable papers and records,
includingthose which exist on electronic or
magnetic media, except as provided in the
Coverage Extensions;

. Vehicles or self-propelled machines (in-
eluding aircraft or watercraft) that:

(1) Are licensed for use on public roads; or
(2) Are operated principally away from the

described premises.

This paragraph does not apply to:

(a) Vehicles or self-propelled machines or
autos you manufacture, process or
warehouse;

(b) Vehicles or self-propelled machines,
other than autos, you hold for sale;

(c) Rowboats or canoes out of water at the
described premises; or

(d) Trailers, but only to the extent provided
"

for in the Coverage Extension for Non-
Owned Detached Trailers.

p. The following property while outside of
buildings:

(1) Grain, hay. straw or other crops;

(2) Fences, radio or television antennas
(including satellite dishes) and their lead-
in wiring, masts or towers, signs (other
than signs attached to buildings). trees,
shrubs or plants (other than "stock" of
trees. shrubs or plants). all except as
provided in the Coverage Extensions.‘_,

3. Covered Causes Of Loss
See applicable Causes of Loss Form as shown
in the Declarations.

4. Additional Coverages

a. Debris Removal
(1) Subject to Paragraphs (3) and (4), we

will pay your expense to remove debris
of Covered Property caused by or re-
sulting from a Covered Cause of Loss
that occurs during the policy period. The
expenses willbe paid only if they are re-
ported to us in writing within 180 days of
the date of direct physical loss or dam-
age.
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(2) Debris Removal does not apply to costs
to:

(a) Extract "pollutants" from land or
water‘.or

(b) Remove, restore or replace polluted
land or water.

(3) Subject to the exceptions in Paragraph
(4). the followingprovisions apply:

(a) The most we willpay for the total of
direct physical lose or damage plus
debris removal expense is the Limit
of Insurance applicable to the Cov-
ered Propertythat has sustained loss
or damage.

(la) Subject to (a) above. the amount we
will pay for debris removal expense
is limited to 25% of the sum of the
deductible plus the amount that we
pay for direct physical loss or dam-
age to the Covered Property that has
sustained ioss or damage.

(4) We willpay up to an additional $10,000
for debris removal expense, for each lo-
cation, in any one occurrenceof physical
loss or damage to Covered Property, it
one or bath or the following circum-
stances apply:

(a) The total of the actual debris removal
expense plus the amount we pay for
direct physical loss or damage ex—
ceeds the Limitor Insurance on the
Covered Property that has sustained
loss or damage.

(b) The actual debris removal expense
exceeds 25% orthe sum of the de—
ductible plus the amount that we pay
for direct physical loss or damage to
the Covered Property that has eus—
tained loss or damage.

Therefore, if (4)(a) andlor (4)(b) apply,
our total payment for direct physical loss
or damage and debris removal expense
may reach but will never exceed the
Limitof insurance on the Covered Prop-
erty that has sustained loss or damage,
plus $10,000.

MANOR HOUSE VS CITIZENS PROPER
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(5) Examples

The following examples assume that
there is no coinsurance penalty.

Example #1

Limitof Insurance $ 90,000

Amountof Deductible 3 500
Amount of Loss S 50.000
Amount of Loss Payabie S 49,500

($50,000 - $500)

Debris Removal Expense $ 10,000

Debris Removal Expense

Payable S 10000
($10,000 is 20% of $50,000;

The debris removal expense is less than
25% of the sum of the loss payable plus
the deductible. The sum of the loss pay-
able and the debris removal expense
($49,500 + $10,000 = $59,500) is less
than the Limit of Insurance. Therefore
the full amount of debris removal ex-
pense is payable in accordance with the
terms of Paragraph (3).

Example #2

Limitof insurance $ 90,000

Amount of Deductible $ 500
Amount of Loss S 80,000

Amount of Loss Payable $ 79,500
($80,000 - $500)

Debris Removal Expense 3 30,000

Debris Removal Expense

Payable
Basic Amount S 10,500

AdditionalAmount $ 10.000

The basic amount payable for debris
removal expense under the terms of
Paragraph (3) is calculated as follows:
$80,000 ($79,500 + 3500) x .25 =

$20,000: capped at $10,500. The cap
applies because the sum of the loss
payabie ($'r‘9,500) and the basic amount
payable for debris removal expense
($10,500) cannot exceed the Limitof in-
surance ($90,000).

Page 3 of 13 El
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The additional amount payable for debris
removal expense is provided in accor-
dance with the terms of Paragraph (4),
because the debris removal expense
($30,000) exceeds 25% of the loss pay-
able plus the deductible ($30,000 is
37.5% of $80,000), and because the
sum of the loss payable and debris re-
moval expense ($79,500 + $30,000 =

$109,500) would exceed the Limitof In-
surance ($90,000). The additional
amount of covered debris removal ex-
pense is $10.000. the maximum payable
under Paragraph (4). Thus the total pay-
able for debris removal expense in this
example is $20,500; $9,500 of the debris
removal expense is not covered.

Preservation Of Property

if it is necessary to move Covered Property
from the described premises to preserve it
from loss or damage by a Covered Cause
of Loss, we will pay for any direct physical
loss or damage to that property:

(1) while it is being moved or while tempo-
rarity stored at another location; and

(2) Only if the loss or damage occurs within
30 days after the property is first moved.

. Fire Department Service Charge

when the fire department is called to save
or protect Covered Property from a Covered
Cause of Loss, we willpay up to $1,000 for
your liability for fire department service
charges:

(1) Assumed by contract or agreement prior
to loss; or

(2) Required by local ordinance.

No Deductible applies to this Additional
Coverage.

. Pollutant Clean Up And Removal
We willpay your expense to extract "pollut-
ants" from land or water at the described
premises if the discharge. dispersal, seep-
age, migration, release or escape of the
"pollutants" is caused by or results from a
Covered Cause of Loss that occurs during
the policy period. The expenses willbe paid
only if they are reported to us in writing
within 180 days of the date on which the
Covered Cause of Loss occurs.

MANOR HOUSE VS CITIZENS PROPER
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This AdditionalCoverage does not apply to
costs to test for, monitor or assess the ex-
istence, concentration or effects of "pollut-
ants". But we willpay for testing which is
performed in the course of extracting the
"pollutants"from the land or water.

The most we will pay under this Additional
Coverage for each described premises is
$10,000 for the sum of all covered ex-
penses arising out of Covered Causes of
Loss occurring during each separate 12
month period of this policy.

9. increased Cost Of Construction

(1) This AdditionalCoverage applies only to
buildings to which the Replacement Cost
Optional Coverage applies.

(2) in the event of damage by a Covered
Cause of Loss to a building that is Cov-
ered Property, we will pay the increased
costs incurred to comply with enforce-
ment of an ordinance or law in the
course of repair, rebuilding or replace-
ment of damaged parts of that property,
subject to the limitations stated in e.(3)
through e.(9) of this Additional Cover-
age.

(3) The ordinance or law referred to in e.(2)
of this Additional Coverage is an ordi-
nance or law that regulates the con-
struction or repair of buildings or estab-
lishes zoning or land use requirements
at the described premises, and is in
force at the time of loss.

(4) Under this Additional Coverage, we will
not pay any costs due to an ordinance or
law that:

(a) You were required to comply with
before the loss, even when the
building was undamaged; and

(b) You failed to comply with.

(5) Under this AdditionalCoverage, we will
not pay any costs associated with the
enforcement of an ordinance or law
which requires any insured or others to
test for, monitor, clean up. remove,
contain, treat.detoxify or neutralize, or in
any way respond to, or assess the ef-
fects of "pollutants".
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(6) The most we will pay under this Addi-
tional Coverage, for each described
building insured under this Coverage
Form, is $10,000 or 5% of the Limitof
Insurance applicable to that building.
whichever is less. if a damaged building
is covered under a blanket Limit of in-
surance which applies to more than one
building or item of property. then the
most we will pay under this Additional
Coverage. for that damaged building. is
the lesser of: $10,000 or 5% times the
value of the damaged buildingas of the
time of loss times the applicable coin-
surance percentage.

The amount payable under this Addi-
tional Coverage is additional insurance.

(7) With respect to this AdditionalCoverage:

(a) We will not pay for the Increased
Cost of Construction:

(i) Until the property is actually re-
paired or replaced, at the same or
another premises; and

(ii) Unless the repairs or replacement
are made as soon as reasonably
possible after the loss or damage,
not to exceed two years. We may
extend this period in writing dur-
ing the tvm years.

(b) If the building is repaired or replaced
at the same premises, or if you elect
to rebuild at another premises. the
most we will pay for the increased
Cost of Construction, subject to the
provisions of e.(6) of this Additional
Coverage, is the increased cost of
construction at the same premises.

(c) if the ordinance or law requires relo-
cation to another premises. the most
we will pay for the Increased Cost of
Construction, subject to the provi-
sions of e.(6) of this AdditionalCov-
erage, is the increased cost of con-
struction at the new premises.

(8) This Additional Coverage is not subject
to the terms of the Ordinance or Law
Exclusion, to the extent that such Exclu-
sion would conflict with the provisions of
this AdditionalCoverage.

MANOR HOUSE VS CITIZENS PROPER
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(9) The costs addressed in the Loss Pay-
ment and Valuation Conditions, and the
Replacement Cost Optional Coverage,
in this Coverage Form, do not include
the increased cost attributable to en-
forcement of an ordinance or law. The
amount payable under this Additional
Coverage, as stated in e.(6) of this Addi-
tional Coverage. is not subject to such
limitation.

5. Coverage Extensions
Except as othervvlse provided, the following
Extensions apply to property located in or on
the building described in the Declarations or in
the open (or in a vehicle) within100 feet of the
described premises.

If a coinsurance percentage of 80% or more
or, a Value Reporting period symbol, is shown
in the Declarations, you may extend the insur-
ance provided by this Coverage Part as follows:

a. Newty Acquired Or Constructed Property

(1) Buildings

If this policy covers Building, you may
extend that insurance to apply to:

(a) Your new buildings while being built
on the described premises; and

(b) Buildings you acquire at locations.
other than the described premises.
intended for:

(i) Similar use as the building de-
scribed in the Declarations; or

(ii) Use as a warehouse.

The most we willpay for loss or damage
under this Extension is $250,000 at each
building.

(2) Your Business Personal Property

(a) if this policy covers Your Business
Personal Property. you may extend
that insurance to apply to:

(I) Business personal property, in-
ciuding such property that you
newacquire. at any location you
acquire other than at fairs, trade
shows or exhibitions;

Page 5 of 13 D
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(ii) Business personal property, in-
cluding such property that you
newly acquire, located at your
newly constructed or acquired
buildings at the location described
in the Declarations; or

c. Valuable Papers And Records — Cost Of
Research
You may extend the insurance that applies
to Your Business Personal Property to apply
to your costs to research, replace or restore
the lost information on lost or damaged
valuable papers and records, including
those which exist on electronic or magnetic
media, for which duplicates do not exist.
The most we will pay under this Extension
is $2,500 at each described premises, un-
less a higher limit is shown in the Declara-
lions.

d. Property Off-Premises

(1) You may extend the insurance provided
by this Coverage Form to apply to your
Covered Property while it is away from
the described premises, if it is:

(a) Temporarily at a location you do not
own, lease or operate;

(b) in storage at a location you lease.
provided the lease was executed af-
ter the beginning of the current policy
term; or

temporarily in your possession in
the course of your manufacturing
or wholesaling activities.

(3) Period Of Coverage

With respect to insurance on or at each
newly acquired or constructed property, . .
covemge Wmend when any of the fol_ (c) At any fair, trade show or exhibition.

lowing ?rst occurs: (2) This Extension does not apply to prop-

(a) This policy expires; em’:
(a) in or on a vehicle; or

(b) in the care, custody or control of your
salespersons, unless the property is
in such care, custody or control at a
lair, trade show or exhibition.

(3) The most we willpay for loss or damage
under this Extension is $10,000.

a. Outdoor Property

You may extend the insurance provided by
this Coverage Form to apply to your outdoor
fences, radio and television antennas (in-

(b) 30 days expire after you acquire the
property or begin construction of that
part of the building that would qualify
as covered property; or

(c) You report values to us.

We will charge you additional premium
for values reported from the date you
acquire the property or begin construc-
tion of that part of the building that would
qualifyas covered property.

b. Personal Effects And Property Of Others

Page 6 of 1:!
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(iii) Business personal property that
you newly acquire, located at the
described premises.

The most we will pay for loss or
damage under this Extension is
$100,000 at each building.

(b) This Extension does not apply to:

(i) Personal property of others that is
temporarily in your possession in
the course of installing or per-
forming work on such property; or

(ii) Personal property of others that is

You may extend the insurance that applies
to Your Business Personal Property to apply
to:

(1) Personal effects owned by you, your
of?cers, your partners or members, your
managers or your employees. This ex-
tension does not apply to loss or dam-

cluding satellite dishes), signs (other than
signs attached to buildings), trees, shrubs
and plants (other than "stock" of trees,
shrubs or plants), including debris removal
expense, caused by or resulting from any of
the following causes of loss if they are Cov-
ered Causes of Loss:

age by theft. (1) “'93

(2) Personal property of others in your care, (2’ Li9m"i"93
custody or control. (3) Explosion;

The most we will pay for loss or damage (4) Riotor CivilCommotion; or
under this Extension is $2,500 at each de- (5) Alma“.
scribed premises. Our payment for loss of
or damage to personal property of others
willonly be for the account of the owner of
the property.

MANOR HOUSE VS CITIZENS PROPER
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The most we willpay for loss or damage
under this Extension is $1,000. but not
more than $250 for any one tree. shrub or
plant. These limits apply to any one occur-
rence, regardless of the types or number of
items lost or damaged in that occurrence.

f. Non-Owned Detached Trailers
(1) You may extend the insurance that

applies to Your Business Personal
Property to apply to loss or damage to
trailers that you do not own, provided
that:
(a) The trailer is used in your business;

(b) The trailer is in your care.custody or
control at the premises described in
the Declarations; and

(c) You have a contractual responsibility
to pay for loss or damage to the
trailer.

(2) We will not pay for any loss or damage
that occurs:

(a) While the trailer is attached to any
motor vehicle or motorized convey-
ance, whether or not the motor vehi-

......-.-..»..».~..mm.............
......4 ........................«........;.......a....... .,.._...................»».............................c

The limits applicable to the Coverage Extensions
and the Fire Department Service Charge and Pol-
lutant Ctean Up and Removal Additional Cover-
ages are in additionto the Limitsof insurance.

Payments under the Preservationof Property Ad-
ditionalCoverage will not increase the applicable
Limitof Insurance.

. Deductible

in any one occurrenceof loss or damage (herein
after referred to as loss), we will first reduce the
amount of loss if required by the Coinsurance
Condition or the Agreed Value Optional Coverage.
Ifthe adjusted amount of loss is less than or equal
to the Deductible.we will not pay for that loss. If
the adjusted amount of loss exceeds the Deducti~
ble. we will then subtract the Deductible from me
adjusted amount oi loss, and will pay the resulting
amount or the Limit of insurance, whichever is
less.

when the occurrence involves loss to more than
one item of Covered Property and separate Limits
of insurance apply. the losses willnot be combined
in deterrnining application of the Deductible. But
the Deductiblewillbe applied only once per occur-
rence.

cle or motorized conveyance is in Example N,,_ 1:
motion;

(This example assumes there is no coinsurance pen-
(b) During hitchingor unhitching opera- arty.)

tions, or when a trailer becomes ac-
cidentally unhitched from a motor Deductible; s 250
Vehicle°r m°‘°“z°d °°""°Va"°'B‘ Limitof insurance - Bldg. 1: 3 60,000

(3) The most we wiltpay for loss or dams - _ .
under this Extensionis $5.000, unlessg: Um“ 0' lrzsumnceBN92' s
higher limitis shown in the Declarations. L°s3 t° B69‘ ' 3 V

'

Loss to Bldg.2: 5 90,000(4) This insurance is excess over the
amount due (whether you can collect on
it or not) from any other insurance cov-
ering such property.

Each of these Extensions is additional insurance.
The AdditionalCondition.coinsurance. does not
apply to these Extensions.

. Exclusions And Limitations
See applicable Causes of Loss Form as shown in
the Declarations.

. Limits Of insurance
The most we will pay for loss or damage in any
one occurrence is the app'l.ical>teLimitof insurance
shown in the Declarations.
The most we will pay for loss or damage to out-
door slgns attached to buildings is $1,000 per sign
in any one occurrence.

The amount of loss to Bldg. 1 ($60,100) is less
than the sum ($60,250; of the Limit of Insurance
applicable to Bldg. 1 plus the Deductibie.

The Docluctibiewillbe subtracted from the amount
of loss in calculating the loss payable for Bldg. 1:

$ 60,100

*.__.Z§9.
S 59,850 Loss Payable - Bldg.1

The Deductible applies once per occurrence and
lheretore is not subtracted in determining the
amount of loss payable for Bldg. 2. Loss payable
for Bldg. 2 is the Limitof Insurance of $80,000.

Total amount of loss payable: $59,850 + 80.000=

$139. 850
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Example No. 2:
(This example. too, assumes there is no coinsurance
penalty.)

The Deductible and Limitsof insurance are the same
as those in Example No. 1.

Loss to Bldg.1: S 70,000

(exceeds Limitof Insurance plus Deductible)

Loss to Bldg.2: $ 90.000
(exceeds Limitof insurance plus Deductible)

Loss Payable - Bldg. 1: $60,000

(Limitof insurance)

Loss Payable — Bldg. 2: $80,000

(Limitof Insurance)

Total amount of loss payable:
$140,000

E. Loss Conditions
The following conditions apply in addition to the
Common Policy Conditions and the Commercial
Property Conditions.

1. Abandonment
There can be no abandonment of any property
to us.

2. Appraisal
if we and you disagree on the value of the
property or the amount of loss. either may
make written demand for an appraisal of the
loss. In this event. each party willselect a com-
petent and impartial appraiser. The two ap-
praisers will select an umpire. if they cannot
agree, either may request that selection be
made by a judge of a court having jurisdiction.
The appraisers willstate separately the value of
the property and amount of loss. if they fail to
agree. they will submit their differences to the
umpire. A decision agreed to by any two willbe
binding. Each party will:
a. Pay its chosen appraiser; and

b. Bear the other expenses of the appraisal
and umpire equally.

If there is an appraisal. we will still retain our
right to deny the claim.

3. Duties In The Event Of Loss Or Damage

a. You must see that the following are done in
the event of loss or damage to Covered
Property:

(1) Notify the police if a law may have been
broken.

(2) Give us prompt notice of the loss or
damage. Include a description oi the
property involved.

(3) As soon as possible. give us a descrip-
tion of how, when and where the loss or
damage occurred.

(4) Take all reasonable steps to protect the
Covered Property from further damage.
and keep a record of your expenses
necessary to protect the Covered Prop-
erty, for consideration in the settlement
of the claim. This will not increase the
Limitof insurance. However, we willnot
pay for any subsequent loss or damage
resulting from a cause of loss that is not
a Covered Cause of Loss. Also.if feasi-
ble.set the damaged property aside and
in the best possible order for examina-
tion.

(5) At our request. give us complete inven-
tories of the damaged and undamaged
property. include quantities. costs, val-
ues and amount of loss claimed.

(6) As often as may be reasonably required.
permit us to inspect the property proving
the loss or damage and examine your
books and records.

Also permit us to take samples of dam-
aged and undamaged property for in-
spection. testing and analysis. and per-
mit us to make copies from your books
and records.

(7) Send us a signed. sworn proof of loss
containing the infonnation we request to
investigate the claim. You must do this
within60 days after our request. We will
supply you with the necessary forms.

(8) Cooperate with us in the investigation or
settlement of the claim.

b. We may examine any insured under oath,
while not in the presence of any other in-
sured and at such times as may be rea-
sonably required. about any matter relating
to this insurance or the claim, including an
insured's books and records. In the event of
an examination.an insured's answers must
be signed.

4. Loss Payment

a. in the event of loss or damage covered by
this Coverage Form.l our option. we will
either:

(1) Pay the value of lost or damaged prop-
em/; '

(2) Pay the cost of repairing or replacing the
lost or damaged property. subject to b.
below.

(3) Take all or any part of the property at an
agreed or appraised value; or

(4) Repair. rebuild or replace the property
with other property of like kind and qual-
ity, subject to b. below.

Page 8 of 13
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We willdetennine the value of lost or dam-
aged property, or the cost of its repair or re-
placement, in accordance with the applica-
ble terms of the Valuation Condition in this
Coverage Form or any applicable provision
which amends or supersedes the Valuation
Condition.

b. The cost to repair, rebuild or replace does
not include the increased cost attributable to
enforcement of any ordinance or law regu-
lating the construction.use or repair of any
property.

c. We will give notice of our intentions within
30 days after we receive the sworn proof of
loss.

d. We willnot pay you more than your financial
interest in the Covered Property.

e. We may adjust losses with the owners of
lost or damaged property if other than you.
If we pay the owners.such payments will
satisfy your claims against us for the own-
ers‘ property. We will not pay the owners
more than their ?nancial interest in the Cov-
ered Property.

f. We may elect to defend you against suits
arising from claims of owners of property.
We willdo this at our expense.

9. We will pay for covered loss or damage
within 30 days after we receive the sworn
proof of loss, ifyou have complied with all of
the terms of this Coverage Part and:

(1) We have reached agreement with you
on the amount of loss; or

(2) An appraisal award has been made.
. Recovered Property

if either you or we recover any property after
loss settlement.that party must give the other
prompt notice. At your option, the property will
be returned to you. You must then retum to us
the amount we paid to you for the property. We
will pay recovery expenses and the expenses
to repair the recovered property, subject to the
Limitof insurance.

MANOR HOUSE VS CITIZENS PROPER
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6. Vacancy

a. Description Of Terms
(1) As used in this Vacancy Condition, the

term building and the term vacant have
the meanings set forth in (me) and
(1)(b) below:

(a) When this policy is issued to a ten-
ant, and with respect to that tenant's
interest in Covered Property, building
means the unit or suite rented or
leased to the tenant. Such building is
vacant when it does not contain
enough business personal property
to conduct customary operations.

(b) When this policy is issued to the
owner or general lessee of a build-
ing, building means the entire build-
ing. Such building is vacant unless at
least 31% of its total square footage
IS’

(I) Rented to a lessee or sub-lessee
and used by the lessee or sub-
lessee to conduct its customary
operations; and/or

(ll) Used by the building owner to
conduct customary operations.

(2) Buildings under construction or renova-
tion are not considered vacant.

b. Vacancy Provisions

if the building where loss or damage occurs
has been vacant for more than 60 consecu-
tive days before that loss or damage oc-
curs:

(1) We will not pay for any loss or damage
caused by any of the following even if
they are Covered Causes of Loss:

(a) Vandalism;

(b) Sprinkler leakage. unless you have
protected the system against freez-
mg;

(c) Buildingglass breakage;

id) Water damage;

(a) Theft; or
(f) Attempted theft.

(2) With respect to Covered Causes of Loss
other than those listed in b.(1l(a)
through b.(1)(f) above, we will reduce
the amount we would otherwise pay for
the loss or damage by 15%.

Page 9 of 13 D
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7. Valuation
We willdetermine the value of Covered Prop-
erty in the event of loss or damage as follows:

a. At actual cash value as of the time of loss or
damage, except as provided in b.. c., d.. e.
and f. below.

b. if the Limitof Insurance for Building satis-
?es the Additional Condition, Coinsurance,
and the cost to repair or replace the dam-
aged building property is $2,500 or less. we
will pay the cost of building repairs or re-
placement.

The cost of building repairs or replacement
does not include the increased cost attribut-
able to enforcement of any ordinance or law
regulating the construction, use or repair of
any property. However, the following prop-
erty willbe valued at the actual cash value
even when attached to the building:

(1) Awnings or ?oor coverings;

(2) Appliances for refrigerating, ventilating,
cooking, dishwashingor laundering; or

(3) Outdoor equipmentor furniture.

c. "Stock" you have sold but not delivered at
the selling price less discounts and ex-
penses you otherwise would have had.

cl. Glass at the cost of replacement with safety
glazing material if required by law.

e. Tenant's improvements and Betterments at:

(1) Actualcash value of the lost or damaged
property ifyou make repairs promptly.

(2) A proportion of your original cost if you
do not make repairs promptly. We will
determine the proportionate value as
follows:

(a) Multiplythe original cost by the num-
ber of days from the loss or damage
to the expiration of the lease; and

(b) Divide the amount determined in (a)
above by the number of days from
the installation of improvements to
the expiration of the lease.

if your lease contains a renewal option,
the expiration of the renewal option pe-
riod will replace the expiration of the
lease in this procedure.

(3) Nothing if others pay for repairs or re-
placement.

f. Valuable Papers and Records, including
those which exist on electronic or magnetic
media (other than prepackaged software
programs), at the cost of:

(1) Blank materials for reproducing the
records; and

Page 10 of 13 Copyright, insurance Services Office, Inc., 1999
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(2) Labor to transcribe or copy the records
when there is a duplicate.

F. Additional Conditions

The following conditions apply in addition to the
Common Policy Conditions and the Commercial
Property Conditions.

1. Coinsurance

if a Coinsurance percentage is shown in the
Declarations, the followingconditionapplies.

a. We willnot pay the fullamount of any loss if
the value of Covered Property at the time of
loss times the Coinsurance percentage
shown for it in the Declarations is greater
than the Limitof Insurance for the property.

Instead, we willdetermine the most we will
pay using the followingsteps:

(1) Multiply the value of Covered Property at
the time of loss by the Coinsurance per-
centage;

(2) Divide the Limit of insurance of the
property by the ?gure determined in Step

. (1):

(3) Multiply the total amount of loss, before
the application of any deductible, by the
?gure determined in Step (2); and

(4) Subtract the deductible from the figure
determined in Step (3).

We willpay the amount determined in Step
(4) or the limit of insurance, whichever is
less. For the remainder, you willeither have
to rely on other insurance or absorb the loss
yourself.

Example No. 1 (Underinsurance):

When: The value of the prop-
erty is
The Coinsurance per-
centage for it is 80%
The Limitof Insurance
for it is S 100.000
The Deductible is $ 250
The amount of loss is $ 40,000
$250,000 x 80% = $200,000
(the minimum amount of insurance to
meet your Coinsurance requirements)
$100,000 + s2oo,ooo = .50

Step (3): 340,000 x .50 = $20,000

Step (4): $20,000 — $2.50 = $19,750

We will pay no more than $19,750. The remaining
$20,250 is not covered.

S 250,000

Step (1):

Step (2):

CP00101000 U
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Example

When:

Example

When:

Step (1):

Step (2):

Step (3):
Step (4):

No. 2 (Adequate Insurance): l

The value of the prop-
erty is $ 250,000
The Coinsurance per-
centage for it is 80%
The Limitof Insurance
for it is $ 200.000
The Deductible is $ 250
The amount of loss is $ 40,000

The minimum amount of insurance to meet
your Coinsurance requirement is $200,000
($250,000 x 80%). Therefore, the Limit of
insurance in this Example is adequate and
no penalty applies. We will pay no more
than $39,750 ($40,000 amount of loss ml-
nus the deductible of $250).

If one Limit of insurance applies to two or
more separate items, this condition willap-
ply to the total of all property to which the
limitapplies.

No. 3:

The value of property is:
Bldg. at Location No. 1 $ 75,000
Bldg. at Location No.2 $ 100,000
Personal Property at
Location No. 2 3 75.000

3 250,000
The Coinsurance per-
centage for it is 90%
The Limitof Insurance
for Buildingsand Per-
sonal Property at Loca-
tion Nos. 1 and 2 is
The Deductible is
The amount of loss is:

$ 180.000
$

Bldg. at Location No.2 $ 30,000

3

1,000

Personal Property at
Location No. 2. 20,000

3 50.000
$250,000 x 90% = $225.000
(the minimum amount of insurance to
meet your Coinsurance requirements
and to avoid the penalty shown below)

$180,000 4- $225,000 = .80
$50,000 x .80 = $40.000
$40.000 - $1.000 = $39,000

We will pay no more than $39,000. The remaining
$11,000 is not covered.

2. Mortgageholders
8.

b.

CP 00 10 10 00
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The term mortgageholder includes trustee.

We will pay for covered loss of or damage
to buildings or structures to each mortgage-
holder shown in the Declarations in their or-
der of precedence, as interests may appear.

MANOR HOUSE VS CITIZENS PROPER

Copyright, insurance Services Of?ce, Inc., 1999

c. The mortgageholder has the right to receive
loss payment even if the mortgageholder
has started foreclosure or similar action on
the building or structure.

. Ifwe deny your claim because of your acts
or because you have failed to comply with
the terms of this Coverage Part, the mort-
gageholder willstill have the right to receive
loss payment if the mortgageholder:

(1) Pays any premium due under this Cov-
erage Part at our request if you have
failed to do so;

(2) Submits a signed. sworn proof of loss
within 60 days after receiving notice
from us of your failure to do so; and

(3) Has notified us of any change in owner-
ship, occupancy or substantial change in
risk known to the mortgageholder.

All of the terms of this Coverage Part will
then apply directly to the mortgageholder.

. if we pay the mortgageholder for any loss or
damage and deny payment to‘you because
of your acts or because you have failed to
comply with the terms of this Coverage
Part:

(1) The mortgageholders rights under the
mortgage willbe transferred to us to the
extent of the amount we pay; and

(2) The mortgageholders right to recover
the full amount of the mortgageholdefs
claim willnot be impaired.

At our option, we may pay to the mortgage-
holder the whole principal on the mortgage
plus any accrued interest. in this event. your
mortgage and note willbe transferred to us
and you will pay your remaining mortgage
debt to us.

. if we cancel this policy, we will give written
notice to the mortgageholder at least:

(1) 10 days before the effective date of
cancellation if we cancel for your non-
payment of premium; or

(2) 30 days before the effective date of
cancellation if we cancel for any other
reason.

g. If we elect not to renew this policy, we will
give written notice to the mortgageholder at
least 10 days before the expiration date of
this policy.

Page 11 of 13 El
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6. Optional Coverages
ii‘shown as applicable in the Declarations, the fol-
lowing Optional Coverages apply separately to
each item.

1. Agreed Value
a. The Additional Condition. Coinsurance,

does not apply to Covered Property to which
this Optional Coverage applies. We willpay
no more for loss of or damage to that prop-
erty than the proportion that the Limitof in-
suranceunder this Coverage Part for the
property bears to the Agreed Value shown
for it in the Declarations.

. if the expiration date for this Optional Cov-
erage shown in the Declarations is not ex-
tended.the Additional Condition, Colnsur-
ance, is reinstated and this OptionalCover-
age expires.

. The terms of this Optional Coverage apply
only to loss or damage that occurs:

(1) On or after the effective date of this
Optional Coverage; and

(2) Before the Agreed Value expiration date
shown in the Declarations or the policy
expiration date, whichever occursiirst.

2. Inflation Guard

Page 12 of 13
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n. The Limitof Insurance for property to which
this Optional Coverage applied will auto-
matically increase by the annual percentage
shown in the Declarations. '

b. The amount of increase willbe:
(1) The Limitof Insurance that applied on

the most recent of the policy inception
date, the policy anniversary date, or any
other policy change amending the Limit
of insurance.times

(2) The percentage of annual increase
shown in the Declarations, expressed as
a decimal (example: 8% is .08). times

(3) The number of days since the beginning
of the current policy year or the effective
date of the most recent policy change
amending the Limitof insurance, divided
by 365.

MANOR HOUSE VS CITIZENS PROPER

Example:

if: The applicable Limitof
insurance is S
The annual percentage
increase is 8%
The number of days
since the beginningof
the policy year (or last
policy change) is
The amount of increase
is $100,000 X 08 X 146
+ 365 = 3

100,000

146

3.200

3. Replacement Cost

3.

b.

C.

Copyright. insurance Services Office, Inc, 1999

Replacement Cost (without deduction for
depreciation) replaces Actual Cash Value in
the Loss Condition, Valuation, of this Cov-
erage Form.

This Optional Coverage does not apply to:

(1) Personal property of others;

(2) Contents of a residence;

(3) Manuscripts;
(4) Works of art, antiques or rare articles,

including etchings, pictures, statuary,
marbles.bronzes.porcelalns and bric-a~
brac; or

(5) "Stock", unless the Including "Stock"
option is shown in the Declarations.

Under the terms of this Replacement Cost
Optional Coverage, tenants‘ improvements
and betterrnents are not considered to he
the personal property oi others.
You may make a claim for loss or damage
covered by this insurance on an actual cash
value basis instead of on a replacement
cost basis. in the event you elect to have
loss or damage settled on an actual cash
value basis, you may still make a claim for
the additional coverage this Optional Cov-
erage provides ifyou notifyus of your intent
to do so within 180 days after the loss or
damage.

We will not pay on a replacement cost basis
for any loss or damage:

(1) Until the lost or damaged property is
actually repaired or repiaced; and

CP 00 10 1000 D
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(2) Unless the repairs or replacement are
made as ‘soonas reasonably possible
after the loss or damage.

with respect to tenants‘ improvements and
betterments, the following also apply:

(3) Ifthe conditions in d.(1) and d.(2) above
are not met, the value of tenants’ im-
provements and betterrnents willbe de-
termined as a proportion of your original
cost. as set forth in the Valuation Condi-
tion of this Coverage Form; and

(4) We will not pay for loss or damage to
tenants‘ improvements and betterments
if others pay for repairs or replacement.

e. We will not pay more for loss or damage on
a replacement cost basis than the least of
(1), (2) or (3), subject to f. below:

(1) The Limitof insurance applicable to the
lost or damaged property;

(2) The cost to replace the lost or damaged
property with other property:

(a) Of comparable material and quality;
and

(b) Used for the same purpose; or

(3) The amount actually spent that is nec-
essary to repair or replace the lost or
damaged property.

Ifa building is rebuilt at a new premises. the
cost described in e.(2) above is limited to
the cost which would have been incurred if
the building had been rebuilt at the original
premises.

f. The cost of repair or replacement does not

CP 0010 10 00
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include the increased cost attributable to
enforcement of any ordinance or law regu-
lating the construction, use or repair of any
property-

MANOR HOUSE VS CITIZENS PROPER
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4. Extension Of Replacement Cost To
Personal Property or Others

a. if the Replacement Cost Optional Coverage
is shown as applicable in the Declarations,
then this Extension may also be shown as
applicable. If the Declarations show this
Extension as applicable. then Paragraph
3.b.(1) of the Replacement Cost Optional
Coverage is deleted and all other provisions
of the Replacement Cost Optional Cover-
age apply to replacement cost on personal
property of others.

b. With respect to replacement cost on the
personal property of others, the following
limitationapplies: -

If an item(s) of personal property of others
is subject to a written contract which gov-
erns your liabilityfor loss or damage to that
item(s), then valuation of that item(s) willbe
based on the amount for which you are li-
able under such contract, but not to exceed
the lesser of the replacement cost of the
property or the applicable Limit of insur-
ance.

H. Definitions

1. "Pollutants" means any solid.liquid. gaseous or
thermal initant or contaminant, including
smoke. vapor. soot, fumes, acids. alkalis,
chemicals and waste. Waste includes materials
to be recycled, reconditioned or reclaimed.

2. "Stock" means merchandise held in storage or
for sale, raw materials and in-process or ?n-
ished goods, including supplies used in their
packing or shipping.

Page 13 of 13 U
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A.
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COMMERCIALPROPERTY

COMMERCIALPROPERTY CONDITIONS

CCINCEALMENT, MISREPRESEMTATION OR
FRAUD

This Coverage Part is void in any case of fraud by
you as it relates to this Coverage Part at any time.
It is also void if you or any other insured, at any
time, intentionallyconceal or misrepresent a ma
tenet fact concerning:
1. This Coverage Part;

2. The Covered Property;

3. Your interest in the Covered Property; or
4. A claim under this Coverage Part.

. CONTROLOF PROPERTY
Any act or neglect at any person other than you
beyond your direction or control willnot affect this
insurance.
The breach of any condition of this Coverage Part
at any one or more locationswillnot affect cover-
age at any location where, at the time of loss or
damage. the breach of condition does not exist.

. INSURANCEUNDERTWOOR MORE COVER-
AGES
if two or more of this poi-icy‘scoverages appiy to
the same toss or damage, we will not pay more
than the actual amount of the loss or damage.

. LEGAL ACTION AGAINST US
No one may bring a legal action against us under
this Coverage Part unless:

1. There has been iuii compliance with all of the
terms of this Coverage Part; and

2. The action is brought within 2 years after the
date on which the direct physical loss or dam-
age occurred.

. LIBERALIZATION

if we adopt any revision that would broaden the
coverage under this Coverage Part without addi-
tional premium within45 days prior to or during
the policy period. the broadened coverage will
immediately apply to this Coverage Part.

Copyright, ISO Commercial RiskServices, inc, 1983.1987
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This Coverage Part is subject to the following conditions.the Common Policy Conditions and applicable Loss
Conditions and AdditionalConditionsin Commercial Property Coverage Forms.

F. NO BENEHT TO BAILEE

No person or organization, other than you, having
custody of Covered Property willbene?t from this
insurance.

G. OTHERINSURANCE
1. You may have other insurance subject to the

same plan. terms.conditions and provisions as
the insurance under this Coverage Part. if you
do, we willpay our share of the covered loss or
damage. Our share is the proportion that the
applicable Limitof insurance under this Cov-
erage Part bears to the Limitsof insurance of
all insurance covering on the same basis.

2. it there is other insurance covering the some
toss or damage. other than that described in ‘i.
above. we willpay oniy for the amount of cov-
ered loss or damage in excess of the amount
due from that other insurance. whether you
can collect on it or not. But we willnot pay
more than the applicable Limitof Insurance.

H. POLICYPERIOD.COVERAGETERRITORY
Under this Coverage Part:
1. wecover toss or damage commencing:

a. During the policy period shown in the Dec-
larations; and

b. Within the coverage territory.

2. The coverage territory is:

a. The UnitedStates of America (including its
territories and possessions);

b. Puerlo Rico;and
c. Canada.

Page 1 of 2
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I. TRANSFER OF RIGHTS OF RECOVERY 1. Prior to a loss to your Covered Property or
AGAINSTOTHERSTO US Cmreredincome.
If any person or organization to or for whom we 2. After a loss to your Covered Property or (30%

make payment under this Coverage Part has ered tncome only if, at time of loss, that party
rtghtsto recover damages from another. those is one of the toltowtngz
nghts are transferred to us to theextentof our a_ Someone Insured by this insurance;
payment. That person or orgamzatron must do ,

everything necessary to secure our rights and 5- Ab”5'“e55 5"“?
must do _nothingafter £038 to impair them.But yo_u (1) Owned or controtiadby you; or

wrangfnxgnrarveyour rights against another party In (2, The: Owns of commasyou; or
9

c. Your tenant

This willnot restrict your Insurance.

Page 2 of 2 Cepyright. ISO CommerciatRisk Services, Inc., 1983.1987 CP 00 90 07 88 D
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POLICYNUMBER: COMMERCIALPROPERTY
CP 01 25 06 95

THISENDORSEMENTCHANGESTHEPOLICY. PLEASEREADIT CAREFULLY.

FLORIDACHANGES

Thisendorsement modi?es insurance provided under the following:

COMMERCIALPROPERTYCOVERAGEPART

A. when this endorsement is attached to the Stan- D. The LOSS PAYMENTCondition dealing with the

B.

dard Property Policy CP 00 99 the term Coverage
Part in this endorsement is replaced by the term
Policy.

The followingprovision applies when a Coinsu»r-
ance percentage is shown in the Declarations:
FtOi’ld3law states 35 f0ilOWSI
coinsurance contract: The rate charged in this
policy is based upon the use of the coinsurance
clause attached to this policy, with the consent of
the insured‘

2. Dade County:
3. Martin County;

4. Monroe County;

5. Palm Beach County; and
6. All the areas east of the west bank of the Intra-

Coestal Waterway in the Counties ot:

a. IndianRiver; and
hi. St. Lucie.

Windstorm Exterior Paint and Waterproo?ng
Exctusion
We willnot pay for loss or damage to:

1. Paint; or
2. Waterproo?ng material;

applied to the exterior of Buiidings.
We will not include the value of paint or water—
proo?ng materiai to determine:

a. The amount of the Vvrndstormor Hail De-
ductible; or

b. The value of Covered Property when apply-
ing the coinsurance Condition.

number of days within which we must pay for cow
ered loss or damage is replaced by the following:

Provided you have complied with all the terms of
this Coverage Part.we witipay for covered loss or
damage:

(1) Within 20 days after we receive the
sworn proof of loss and reach written
agreement withyou; or

(2) Within 30 days after we receive the
swornproof of toss and;

C. The toiiowingis added: (a) There is an entry of a ?ne! judgment;
if less or damage to Covered Property is caused °"

by or results from Windstorm.the followingex- (b) There is a ?ling of an appraisal
clusionapplies in: award with us.

1. BrowardCounty; . sinkhole Collapse

1. Paragraph A.10., SINKHOLE COLLAPSE, ot
the Causes of Loss - Basic Form and the
Causes of Loss — Broad Form;

2. Paragraph A.2.c.(8) of COVERED CAUSES
OF LOSS of the Mortgageholders Errors and
Omissions Coverage Form; and

3. Paragraph A.8.h., SINKHOLECOLLAPSE.of
the Standard Property Policy

are replaced by the toiiowing:

Sinkhote Cotlapea, meaning toss or damage
caused by the sudden sinking or collapse of
land into underground empty spaces created
by the action of water on limestone or similar
rock tonnations. This cause of loss does not
include;

a». The cost of fittingsinkholes; or

b. Sinking or collapse of land into rnarwnade
underground cavities.

CP 01 25 06 95 Copyright, ISOCommercialRisk Services, Inc.. 1994 Page 1 of 2 [3
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F. Paragraph F.1. of DEFINITIONSof the Causes of
Loss - Special Form is replaced by the following:

1. Sinkhole collapse means the sudden sinking or
collapse of land into underground empty
spaces created by the action of water on lime-
stone or similar rock formations. This cause of
loss does not Include:

a. The cost of ?lling sinkholes; or

b. Sinking or collapse of land into man-made
underground cavities.

Page 2 of 2 Copyright, ISO Commercial Risk Services, |nc.. 1994 CP 01 25 06 95 0
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COMMERCIALPROPERTY
CP 10 10 10 00

CAUSES OF LOSS - BASIC FORM

A. Covered Causes Of Loss
when Basic is shown in the Declarations, Covered
Causes of Loss means the following:

1. Fire.

2. Lightning.
3. Explosion. including the explosion of gases or

fuel within the furnace of any ?red vessel or
within the ?ues or passages through which the
gases of combustion pass. This cause of loss
does not include loss or damage by:

a. Rupture, bursting or operation of pressure
relief devices; or

b. Rupture or bursting due to expansion or
swelling of the contents of any building or
structure.caused by or resulting from water.

4. Wlndstorrn or Hail.but not including:

a. Frost or cold weather,

b. Ice (other than hail), snow or sleet.whether
driven by windor not; or

c. Loss or damage to the interior of any build-
ing or structure.or the property inside the
building or structure, caused by rain, snow.
sand or dust.whether driven by wind or not.
unless the buildingor structure first sustains
wind or ball damage to its roof or walls
through which the rain, snow, sand or dust
enters.

5. Smoke causing sudden and accidental loss or
damage. This cause of loss does not include
smoke from agricultural smudging or industrial
operations.

6. Aircraft or Vehicles. meaning only physical
contact of an aircraft. a spacecraft. a self-
propelled missile.a vehicle or an object thrown
up by a vehicle with the described property or
with the building or structure containing the de-
scribed property. This cause of loss includes
loss or damage by objects falling from aircraft.

We will not pay for loss or damage caused by
or resulting from vehicles you cm or which are
operated in the course of your business.

CP 10 10 10 00
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7. Riot or CivilCommotion.including:

a. Acts of striking employees while occupying
the described premises; and

b. Looting occurring at the time and place of a
riotor civilcommotion.

8. Vandalism, meaning willfuland malicious dam-
age to. or destruction of. the described prop-
erty.

We willnot pay for loss or damage caused by
or resulting from theft, except for building dam-
age caused by the breaking in or exiting of bur-
glars.

. Sprinkler Leakage. meaning leakage or dis-
charge of any substance from an Automatic
Sprinkler System. including collapse of a tank
that is part of the system.

if the building or stmcture containing the Auto-
matlc Sprinkler System is Covered Property.
we willalso pay the cost to:

a. Repair or replace damaged parts of the
Automatic Sprinkler System if the damage:

(1) Results in sprinkler leakage; or

(2) is directly caused by freezing.

b. Tear out and replace any part of the building
or structure to repair damage to the Auto-
matic Sprinkler System that has resulted in
sprinkler leakage.

Automatic Sprinkler System means:
(1) Any automatic ?re protective or extin-

guishing system, including connected:

(3) Sprinklers and discharge nozzles;

(b) Ducts.pipes, valves and ?ttings;

(c) Tanks. their component parts and
supports; and

(d) Pumps and private ?re protection
mains.

Page 1 of 4 D
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(2) When supplied from an automatic ?re
protective system:

(a) Non-automatic lire protective sys-
tems:and

(b) Hydrants, standpipes and outlets.
10. sinkhole Collapse, meaning loss or damage

11.

caused by the sudden sinking or collapse of
land into underground empty spaces created by
the action of water on limestone or dolomite.
This cause of loss does not include:
a. The cost of fillingsinkhoies; or
b. Sinking or collapse of land into man-made

underground cavities.
Volcanic Action, meaning direct loss or damage
resulting from the eruption of a volcano when
the loss or damage is caused by:
a. Airborne volcanic blast or airborne shock

waves;
b. Ash, dust or particulate matter; or
c. Lava flow.

Ailvolcanic eruptions that occur withinany 168-
hour period willconstitute a single occurrence.
This cause of loss does not include the castle
remove ash, dust or particulate matter that
does not cause direct physical loss or damage
to the described property.

B. Exclusions
1.

Page 2 of 4
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We will not pay for loss or damage caused
directly or indirectly by any of the following,
Such loss or damage is excludedregardless of
any other cause or event that contributes con~
currently or in any sequence to the loss.

a. Ordinance Or Law

The enforcement of any ordinance or law.

(‘ll Regulating the construction, use or
repair of any property; or

(2) Requiringthe tearing down of any prop-
erty, including lhe cost of removing its
debris.

This exclusion, Ordinance Or Law, applies
whether the loss results from:

(1) An ordinance or law that is enforced
even it the property has not been dam~
aged: or

(2) The increased costs incurred to comply
with an ordinance or law in the course of
construction, repair, renovation, remod-
eling or demolition of property. or re-
moval of its debris, following a physical
loss to that property.

MANOR HOUSE VS CITIZENS PROPER
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b. Earth Movement
(1) Eartlhquako, including any earth sinking,

rising or shifting related to such event;

(2) Landslide, including any earth sinking.
rising or shiftingrelated to such event;

(3) Mine subsidence. meaning subsidence
of a man-made mine, whether or not
mining activityhas ceased;

(4) Earth sinking (other than siniszholecol»
lapse), rising or shitting including soil
conditions which cause settling, cracking
or other disarrangement of foundations
or other parts of realty. Soil conditions
include contraction, expansion, freezing.
thawing, erosion, improperly compacted
soil and the action of water under the
ground surface.

But if Earth Movement, as descnbed in
b,(1) through (4) above, results in ?re or
explosion, we will pay for the loss or dam»

age caused by that tireor explosion.

(5) Volcanic eruption, explosion or effusion.
But it volcanic eruption. explosion or et-
fusion results in fire or Volcanic Action,
we will pay tor the loss or damage
caused by that tire or Volcanic Action.

c. Governmental Action
Seizure or destruction of property by order
of governmental authority.

But we willpay for loss or damage caused
by or resulting from acts of destruction or-
dered by governmental authonty and taken
at the time of a fire to prevent its spread, if
the tire would be covered under this Cover-
age Part.

11.Nuclear Hazard
Nuclear reaction or radiation, or radioactive
contamination, however caused.
But if nuclear reaction or radiation, or radio-
active contamination, results in tire.we will
pay for the loss or damage caused by that
fire.

0. Utility Services
The failure of power or other utility service
supplied to the described premises, how-
ever caused, it the failureoccurs away from
the described premises.

But if the failure of power or other utility
service results in a Covered Cause of Loss,
we will pay for the loss or damage caused
by that Covered Cause of Loss.
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This exclusion does not apply to the Busi-
ness lncome coverage or to Extra Expense
coverage. instead, the Special Exclusion in
Paragraph B.3.a.(1) applies to these cover-
ages.

f. War And Military Action
(1) War, including undeclared or civilwar; .
(2) Wariike action by a military force, in-

cluding action in hindering or defending
against an actual or expected attack, by
any government, sovereign or other
authority using military personnel or
other agents; or

(3) Insurrection, rebellion, revolution,
usurped power. or action taken by gov-
ernmental authority In hindering or de-
fending against any of these.

9. Water
(1) Flood. surface water, waves, tides, tidal

waves, over?ow of any body of water, or
their spray, all whether driven by wind or
not;

(2) Mudslideor mudflow;

(3) Water that backs up or overflows from a
sewer, drain or sump; or

c. Leakage or discharge of water or steam
from any part of a system or appliance
containing water or steam (other than an
Automatic Sprinkler System). unless the
leakage or discharge occurs because the
system or appliance was damaged by a
Covered Cause of Loss.

. Explosion of steam boilers. steam pipes,
steam engines or steam turbines owned or
leased by you, or operated under your con-
trol.
But if explosion of steam boilers, steam
pipes, steam engines or steam turbines re-
sults in fire or combustion explosion, we will
pay for the loss or damage caused by that
?re or combustion explosion.

. Mechanical breakdown, including rupture or
busting caused by centrifugal force.

But if mechanical breakdown results in a
Covered Cause of Loss, we willpay for the
loss or damage caused by that Covered
Cause of Loss.

. Neglect of an insured to use all reasonable
means to save and preserve property from
further damage at and after the time of loss.

3. Special Exclusions
The following provisions apply only to the
speci?ed Coverage Forms.
a. Business Income (And Extra Expense)

(4) Water under the ground surface press-
ing on, or ?owing or seeping through:

(a) Foundations.walls, floors or paved

CP10101000
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surfaces;

(b) Basements.whether paved or not; or

(c) Doors, windows or other openings.
But if Water, as described in g.(1) through
(4) above, results in ?re.explosion or sprin-
kler leakage. we will pay for the loss or
damage caused by that ?re, explosion or
sprinkler leakage.

Exclusions B.1.a. through 8.1.9.apply whether
or not the loss event results in widespread
damage or affects a substantial area.

2. We will not pay for loss or damage caused by
or resulting from:

coverageForm, Business Income ,
(Without Extra Expense) Coverage Form,
or Extra Expense Coverage Form

We willnot pay for:

(1) Any loss caused directly or indirectly by
the failure of power or other utility serv-
ice supplied to the described premises,
however caused, if the failure occurs
outside of a covered building.

But if the failure of power or other utility
service results in a Covered Cause of
Loss, we will pay for the loss resulting
from that Covered Cause of Loss.

a. Arti?cially generated electrical current, in- (2) A"y'°s5 “used by °"°5”m"9 mm:
cludlng electric arcing, that disturbs electri- (a) Damage or destruction of "?nished
cal devices, appliances or wires. stock":or

But if arti?cially generated electrical current (b) The time required to reproduce “?n-
results in ?re. we will pay for the loss or ished stock".
da"‘a9° °3”3ed bYt"am'°- This exclusion does not apply to Extra

b. Rupture or bursting of water pipes (other Expense.
than Automatic Sprinkler Systems) unless
caused by a Covered Cause of Loss.

MANORHOUSE VS CITIZENS PROPER
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) Any loss caused by or resulting from
direct physical loss or damage to radio
or televisionantennas (including satellite
dishes) and their iead—inwiring, masts or
towers.

(4) Any increase of loss caused by or re-
sulting from:

(a) Delay in rebuilding,repairing or re-
placing the property or resuming
"operations", clue to interference at
the location of the rebuilding, repair
or replacement by strikers or other
persons; or

(b) Suspension. lapse or cancellation of
any license, lease or contract. But it
the suspension, lapse or cancellation
is directiy caused by the “suspen-
sion“ of “operations”, we will cover
such loss that affects your Business
income during the "period of restora-
tion"and any extension of the "period
oi‘restoration" in accordance with the
terms of the Extended Business in-
come Additional Coverage and the
Extended Period of Indemnity 0p~
tionat Coverage or any variation of
these.

(5) Any Extra Expense caused by or result-
ing from suspension, lapse or cancella-
tion of any license, lease or contract be-

- yond the ‘period of restoration‘.
(6) Any other consequential loss.

b. Leasehold Interest Coverage Form
(1) Paragraph 8.1.3., Ordinance Or Law,

does not appty to insurance under this
Coverage Form.

(2) We willnot pay forany loss caused by:

Page 4 of 4
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(a) Your cancetting the lease;

(b) The suspension, lapse or cancella-
tion of any license; or

(c) Anyother consequential loss.

Copyright, Insurance Services Office, Inc., 1999
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c. Legal Liability Coverage Form

(1) The followingExclusionsdo not apply to
insurance under this Coverage Form:

(.3) Paragraph B.1.a., Ordinance Or Law;

(b) Paragraph B.1.c.. Governmental
Action;

(c) Paragraph 8.1.6..Nuclear Hazard;

(cl) Paragraph 3.1.9., Utility Services;
and

(9) Paragraph 8.1.1., War And Military
Action.

(2) The followingadditionalexclusionsapply
to insurance under this Coverage Form:

(a) contractual Liability

We will not defend any claim or
“suit”, or pay damages that you are
legally liable to pay, solely by reason
of your assumption of liability in a
contract or agreement. But this car-
clusion does not apply to a written
lease agreement in which you have
assumed liabilityfor building damage
resulting from an actual or attempted
burgiary or robbery, provided that:

(i) Your assumption of liabilitywas
executed prior to the accident;
and

(ii) The building is Covered Property
under this Coverage Form.

(bi Nuclear Hazard
We will not defend any claim or
“'suit",or pay any damages, loss, ex-
pense or obligation. resulting from
nuclear reaction or radiation.or ra-
dioactive contamination. however
caused.

C. Limitation
We will pay for loss of animals oniy if they are
killedor their destruction is made necessary.

CP10101000 D
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COMMONPOLICY CONDITIONS

A. Cancellation
'

1. The ?rst Named Insured shown in the Declara-
tions may cancel this policy by mailing or de-
liveringto us advance written notice of cancel-
lation.

2. We maycancel this policy by mailing or deliv-
ering to the first Named Insured written notice
of cancellation at least:

a. 10 days before the effective date of cancel-
iation if we cancel for nonpayment of pre-
mium; or

b. 30 days before the effective data of cancel-
lation ifwe cancel forany other reason.

3. We will mail or deliver our notice to the first
Named |nsured's last mailingaddress known to
us.

4. Notice of cancellation will state the effective
date of cancellation. The policy period willend
on that date.

5. if this policy is cancelled.we will send the first
Named insured any premium refund due. Ifwe
cancel, the refund will be pro rata. if the first
Named insured cancels. the refund may be
less than pro rata. The cancellation will be ef-
fective even if we have not made or offered a
refund.

6. if notice is mailed, proof of mailing will be suf-
ficient proof of notice.

. changes

This policy contains all the agreements between
you and us concerning the insurance afforded.
The first Named insured shown in the Declara-
tions is authorized to make changes in the terms
of this policy with our consent. This policy's terms
can be amended or waived only by endorsement
issued by us and made a part of this policy.

. Examination or Your Books And Records
We may examine and audityour books and rec-
ords as they relate to this policyat any time during
the policy period and up to three years afterward.

D. Inspections And Surveys

1. We have the right to:

a. Make inspections and surveys at any time;

Copyright. Insurance Services Office, |nc.. 1998
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AllCoverage Parts included in this policy are subject to the followingconditions.

b. Give you reports on the conditions we find;
and

c. Recommend changes.

2. We are not obligated to make any inspections,
surveys. reports or recommendations and any
such actions we do undertake relate only to in-
surability and the premiums to be charged. We
do not make safety inspections. We do not un-
dertake to perform the duty of any person or
organization to provide for the health or safety
of workers or the public. And we do not warrant
that conditions:
a. Are safe or healthful; or
b. Comply with laws, regulations, codes or

standards.
3. Paragraphs 1. and 2. of this condition apply

not only to us. but also to any rating, advisory,
rate service or similar organization which
makes insurance inspections, surveys, reports
or recommendations.

4. Paragraph 2. of this condition does not apply
to any inspections. surveys. reports or recom-
mendations we may make relative to certi?ca-
tion. under state or municipal statutes. ordi-
nances or regulations. of boilers, pressure ves-
sels or elevators.

. Premiums

The first Named Insured shown in the Declara-
tions:

1. is responsible for the payment of all premiums;
and

2. Nil be the payee for any return premiums we
P8)’-

. Transfer Of Your Rights And Duties Under
This Policy

Your rights and duties under this policy may not
be transferred without our written consent except
in the case of death of an individual named in-
sured.

if you die, your rights and duties will be trans-
ferred to your legal representative but only while
acting within the scope of duties as your legal rep-
resentative. Until your legal representative is ap-
pointed, anyone having proper temporary custody
of your property will have your rights and duties
but only with respect to that property.

Page 1 of 1 .U_
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ms ENDORSEMENTcmxnses THE POLICY. PLEASE READIT CAREFULLY.

FLORIDA CHANGES — LEGALACTIONAGAINST US

Thisendorsement modi?es insurance provided under the fo?owingz

BOILERANDMACHINERYCOVERAGEPART
CAPITALASSETS PROGRAM (OUTPUT POLICY) COVERAGEPART
COMMERCIALINLANDMARINECOVERAGE PART
COMMERCIALPROPERTY COVERAGEPART
FARMCOVERAGEPART

The fo?owlng replaces the second paragraph of the Legal ActionAgainst Us condition:

LEGALACTIONAGAINSTUS
Legal action against us inventingdirect pnyséca! toss or damage to property must be brought within 5 years fmm
the date the loss occurs.

1L01 75 07 02 © 180 Properties, Inc., 2001 Page 1 011 D. '
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THIS ENDORSEMENTCHANGES THE POLICY. PLEASE READITCAREFULLY.

COMMERCIALCRIMECOVERAGE PART
COMMERCIALINLANDMARINECOVERAGEPART
COMMERCIALPROPERTY COVERAGE PART
STANDARD PROPERTY POLICY

. We willnot pay for loss ("loss") or damage caused
directly or indirectly by the following. Such loss
("loss") or damage is excluded regardless of any
other cause or event that contributes concurrently
or in any sequence to the loss ("loss") or damage.

1. The failure, malfunction or inadequacy of:

a. Any of the following, whether belonging to
any insured or to others:

(1) Computer hardware, including micro-
processors;

(2) Computer application software;

(3) Computer operating systems and related
software;

(4) Computer networks;

(5) Microprocessors (computer chips) not
part of any computer system; or

(6) Any other computerized or electronic
equipment or components; or

b. Any other products. and any services.data
or functions that directly or indirectly use or
rely upon, in any manner, any of the items
listed in Paragraph A.1.a. of this endorse-
ment;

due to the inability to correctly recognize. proc-
ess. distinguish, interpret or accept one or
more dates or times. An example is the inability
of computer software to recognize the year
2000.

© ISO Properties, Inc., 2000
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EXCLUSION OF CERTAIN COMPUTER-RELATED LOSSES

This endorsement modifiesinsurance provided under the following:

2. Any advice, consultation.design, evaluation,
inspection, installation, maintenance, repair,
replacement or supervision provided or done by
you or for you to determine, rectify or test for,
any potential or actual problems described in
Paragraph A.1. of this endorsement.

8. if an excluded Cause of Loss as described in
Paragraph A. of this endorsement results:

1. In a Covered Cause of Loss under the Boiler
And Machinery Coverage Part, the Commercial
Crime Coverage Part. the Commercial inland
Marine Coverage Part or the Standard Property
Policy;or

2. Under the Commercial Property Coverage Part:

a. In a "Speci?ed Cause of Loss", or in eleva-
tor collision resulting from mechanical
breakdown, under the Causes of Loss —

Special Form; or

b. In a Covered Cause of Loss under the
Causes Of Loss — Basic Form or the
Causes Of Loss - Broad Form;

we will pay only for the loss ("loss") or damage
caused by such "Speci?ed Cause of Loss", eleva-
tor colllsion.or Covered Cause of Loss.

. We willnot pay for repair, replacement or modifi-
cation of any items in Paragraphs A.1.a. and
A.1.b. of this endorsement to correct any de?cien-
cies or change any features.

Page 1 of 1 Ci
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